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Foreword

FOREWORD

The. project. “Monitoring Ukraine’s security governance challenges”. is. being.
implemented. by. the. Geneva. Centre. for. the. Democratic. Control. of. Armed..

Forces. (DCAF). and. Razumkov. Centre. with. financial. support. from. the. Kingdom..
of.the.Netherlands..

While. staying. in. extremely. difficult. and. critical. conditions,. Ukraine. has.
achieved. substantial. progress. in. strengthening. its. national. defence. capabilities.
and. development. of. the. national. security. system.. This. became. possible. thanks..
to. joint. efforts. of. the. state. and. society,. as. well. as. the. unprecedented. level. of.
external. support. on. the. part. of. the. Western. states,. international. structures,..
non-state.organisations..

Security. reforms. are. taking. place. in. the. context. of. large-scale. reformation..
of.the.economy,.decentralisation.of.state.governance,.fighting.corruption.–.things.
that. exert. immediate. influence. on. the. level. of. security. of. a. man,. society,. and..
the.state..

International. Conference. “Ukraine’s. Security. Sector. Reforms:. Gains,. Lessons.
and. Plans. for. the. Future”. was. the. concluding. public. event. of. a. two-year-long.
project,. intended. to. generate. versatile. possibilities. for. promotion. of. reforms. and.
development. of. democratic. governance. in. the. Ukrainian. security. and. defence.
sector..

The. purpose. of. the. Conference. was. not. just. to. sump. up. the. project. but..
to. assess. the. achieved. results. of. the. security. sector. reform,. to. check. them..
against. the. strategic. goals. announced. three. years. ago,. to. identify. the. main.
bottlenecks. and. to. propose. practical. ways. of. their. solution.. Furthermore,. the.
Conference.organisers.sought.to.get.the.participants’.assessments.of.the.efficiency.
and. expediency. of. similar. projects,. recommendations. concerning. the. subject..
and.format.of.their.conduct.in.the.future.

Dr. Philipp H. Fluri,  
Head, Eastern Europe,  
South Caucasus, Central Asia Division, 
DCAF

Oleksiy Melnyk,  
Foreign Relations and  

International Security Programmes, 
Razumkov Centre
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UKRAINE’S SECURITY SECTOR REFORM: 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND PLANS

KEY MESSAGES AND OUTCOMES

The. 9th. Conference. “Ukraine’s. Security. Sector. Reforms:. Gains,. Lessons. and..
Plans.for.the.Future”.was.supposed.to.assess.the.processes.and.intermediate.results..
of. the. security. sector. reform. in. Ukraine. and. to. check. them. against. the. declared.
strategic.goals..Furthermore,.the.Conference.organisers.sought.to.get.the.participants’.
opinions.of. the.project.as.such.–. its.efficiency.and.expediency.of.continuation.–.and.
proposals. concerning. the. format. of. such. projects. in. the. future.. Below. are. the. key.
points. made. by. the. discussion. participants,. categorised. by. topics. of. the. plenary.
sessions,. ending. with. some. assessments. of. the. efficiency. and. practical. effects. of..
this. and. similar. projects,. recommendations. concerning. the. topics. and. format. of..
their.future.conduct,.made.in.course.of.the.discussion.

Security sector reform in Ukraine: results, problems, and following steps
Starting. from. the. spring. of. 2014,. when. the. Government. of. Ukraine. began. large-

scale. reforms. in. the.national. security. system,. several. parallel. processes.were. taking.
place. at. a. time:. active. combat. operations. (АТО),. operating. measures. at. restoration..
and. strengthening. of. capabilities. of. security. and. defence. forces,. drafting. of. the.
required. strategic. documents. for. systemic. reformation. of. the. security. sector,. and.
beginning.of.implementation.of.reform.plans.

Summing. up. intermediate. results,. it.may.be. said. that. as. of. the. end.of. 2017,. the.
process. of. state. policy. formulation. was. formally. over,. the. majority. of. strategic.
documents. required. for. systemic. reformation. of. the. security. sector. were. approved,.
structures.for.coordination.of.reforms.at.the.national.and.agency.levels.were.created..

The.stage.of.revision,.development.and.approval.of.the.National.Security.Strategy,.
the. Military. Doctrine,. the. Concept. of. Development. of. the. Security. and. Defence..
Sector,. the. Strategic. Defence. Bulletin. may. conventionally. be. seen. as. the. beginning.
of. the. reform.. On. the. basis. of. those. documents,. relevant. departmental. reform.
plans. were. drawn. up,. while. their. practical. implementation. was. started. by. some..
ministries.and.agencies. just.a.year.–.a.year.and.half. ago,.and.some.agencies. (SSU).
have.no.concepts.or.plans.of.reforms.even.now..The.draft.Law.“On.National.Security..
of.Ukraine”,.arousing.many.expectations,.is.pending.consideration..The.draft.provides.
for. clear.delineation.of.powers.and.an.efficient. system.of.democratic. civilian. control..
of.the.uniformed.agencies..
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Regarding. the. idea. of. actual. changes. in. the. security. sector,. official. assessments.
of. the. progress. of. reforms. and. the. achieved. results. seriously. differ. from. those.
produced. by. non-state. experts.. International. experts. (advisers. working. in. Ukraine.
and. immediately. involved. in. the. process,. independent. observers). do. not. always..
agree. with. their. Ukrainian. counterparts. and. are. more. cautions. in. their. positive. and.
critical.assessments.alike,.for.apparent.reasons..

The. security. sector. reform. is. a. lasting,. gradual,. cyclic. and. nonlinear. process..
There. is.a.problem.of. insufficient.communication.and. interaction.between. the.strate-.
gic. and. operational. levels,. and. among. individual. actors. at. those. levels.. While. the..
top. level. seemingly. demonstrates. understanding. of. strategic. goals,. the. need. of..
change,. people. on. the. ground. have. actually. no. idea. of. the. strategy,. the. essence.
of. “changes. in. mentality”. or. work. methods,. etc.. The. process. participants. quite..
often.pursue.goals.different.from.the.reform.goals,.or.effectively.resist.reforms.

The. problem. of. the. change. of. mentality. concerns,. among. other. things,. the.
relations. between. society. and. law-enforcement/special. service. officers.. There.
remains.a.problem.with.comprehension.that.the.police,.SSU.officers.and.prosecutors.
are. members. of. society. and. local. communities.. Some. uniformed. men. are. also.
not. sufficiently. aware. that. they. belong. to. society. and. must. be. responsible. and..
accountable. to. society.. The. leadership. of. the. security. sector. structures. sometimes.
shows.greater.transparency.and.willingness.to.cooperate.with.foreign.colleagues.than.
with.Ukrainian.society.

Democratic. civilian. control. of. the. executive. branch. in. general. and. the. security.
sector. in. particular. is. a. key. function. of. Parliament.. The. task. of. parliamentary.
control. is. to. monitor. proper. use. of. powers,. observance. of. the. law. and. human.
rights.by. the. executive.branch.. The. fact. that. the.Verkhovna.Rada.not. very. efficiently.
performs. this. important. supervisory. function. is. realised. both. by. experts. and. by. the.
national. deputies. themselves.. However,. the. key. problem. of. misunderstanding. of. the..
symbolic. importance. of. Parliament. and. respect. for. that. state. body. in. Ukraine,. first.
of. all,. by. the. national. deputies. proper,. along. with. government. officials. and. citizens..
at.large,.remains.topical..

Quite. many. valuable. recommendations. have. been. given,. what. needs. to. be. done.
to. improve. the. situation.. For. instance,. the. Report. and. Roadmap. on. Internal. Reform.
and. Capacity-Building. for. the. Verkhovna. Rada. of. Ukraine. drawn. up. by. the. European.
Parliament’s. Mission. chaired. by. Patrick. (the. Cox. Report). contains. detailed. analysis.
and. over. 50. recommendations.. Unfortunately,. few. of. those. recommendations..
were.implemented.by.the.Verkhovna.Rada..

International assistance to the security sector reforms in Ukraine
One.area.demonstrating.a.high.degree.of.unity.is.the.positive.perception.of.the.role.

of. international. partners. supporting. reforms. in. Ukraine.. Reporting. high. appreciation.
of. their. role. and. stressing. the. importance. of. strong. support. for. Ukraine. by. the.
international.community,.the.participants.emphasised.the.need.of.a.coherent.strategic.
plan.and.better.coordination..

International. partners. are. actively. involved. in. the. processes. of. preparation. and.
practical.implementation.of.reforms..External.financial,.logistic,.technical,.consultative.

Ukraine’s Security Sector Reform: Accomplishments and Plans
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support. contributes. to. correspondence. of. the. above-mentioned. strategic. documents.
to. international. standards. and. seriously. makes. up. for. national. resource. limitations..
International.partners.are.active.not.only.at. the. level.of.central.authorities.but.also. in.
the.regions..A.priority.goal.of.international.assistance.is.presented.by.the.development.
of. the. system. of. good. governance. and. democratic. civilian. control. of. the. security.
sector.

Despite. the. primary. interest. of. the. Ukrainian. side. in. material. assistance,.
international. partners. see. the. priority. area. of. investments. in. human. resources:.
investments. in. up-to-date. equipment. are. certainly. important,. but. the. change. of.
mentality.and.the.corporate.culture.is.the.main.issue.

Another. priority. of. international. donors. in. the. field. of. integrity-building. and.
fighting. corruption. deals. with. the. need. to. improve. the. corporate. culture. of. the..
security. sector. agencies.. Although. the. majority. tends. to. complain. about. insufficient.
funding. (low. salaries),. the. rise. in. pay. is. a. short-term. measure,. by. itself. insufficient.
to. defeat. corruption.. The. whole. institutional. process. should. be. reformed,. from.
management. procedures,. recruitment,. training,. career. development. processes. to.
disciplinary.measures,.to.create.a.steady.system.of.integrity..

In. some. cases,. foreign. experts. have. no. proper. practical. experience. or. clear.
understanding. of. the. specific. situation. of. Ukraine.. On. the. other. hand,. experienced.
international. experts. have. to. work. with. partners,. lacking. “the. ability. to. absorb”.
assistance,.due.to.lack.of.knowledge.and.experience..

Ukrainian experience and lessons of reforms

The. scope. and. dynamic. of. the. defence. reform. are. unprecedented.. This. primarily.
refers. to. approval. of. a. set. of. strategic. defence. planning. documents. and. imple-.
mentation. of. practical. measures. on. the. basis. of. the. Strategic. Defence. Bulletin..
Particular. emphasis. is. made. on. compliance. of. all. measures. with. the. NATO. criteria...
The.Defence.Ministry. drew.up. a. relevant. roadmap.of. the.defence. reform,. set. up. the.
Reform.Committee.and.a.strategic-level.advisory.board..A.key.element.of.the.defence.
reform. is. presented. by. the. transition. to. the. defence. planning. system,. based. on.
capabilities..

In. this. respect,. the. vast. majority. of. recommendations,. proposals,. demands.
originate. at. lower. levels. and. are. obstructed. by. the. leadership.. The. reason. is. that.
the. leadership. is. not. ready. for. “change. of. mentality”,. transition. to. planning. and.
management. with. account. of. realistic. results. specified. in. programme. documents,..
strict.responsibility.for.their.achievement.

Cyber. threats. were. a. reality. for. Ukraine’s. security. long. before. the. beginning. of..
the. Russian. aggression.. Drafting. of. the. relevant. documents. was. started. as. far. back..
as. 2010,. several. versions. of. the. Strategy. and. the. Law. on. cyber. security. were..
prepared,.but.the.documents.were.not.adopted.on.time..The.Strategy.of.Cyber.Security.
and. the. Law. “On. Fundamentals. of. Provision. of. Cyber. Security. of. Ukraine”. adopted.
recently. are. in. line. with. the. best. world. standards.. Meanwhile,. the. extremely. long.
delay. of. their. approval. has. affected. the. development. of. a. system. of. comprehensive.
protection.against.cyber.attacks..
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The. most. vulnerable. to. cyber. attacks. were. private. entities. whose. owners.
ignored. warnings. of. the. SSU. and. the. State. Service. of. Special. Communications. and..
Information. Protection. of. Ukraine. about. malware. in. their. systems.. Then. legislation.
did. not. allow. state. agencies. to. take. other. measures. to. influence. private. operators..
Approval. of. said. Strategy. and. the. Law,. establishment. of. the. National. Coordination.
Centre.of.Cyber.Security.completed.the.formation.of.the.cyber.defence.system,.resting.
on. a. legislative. framework,. clear. definition. of. powers. and. coordination. of. actions..
of.the.actors.engaged.in.cyber.security..

Priority. tasks. include. the. development. of. a. system. of. strategic. communication...
It. prioritises. not. as. much. counterpropaganda. (identification. of. untrue. and..
presentation. of. true. information). as. generation. of. competitive. content,. support. for.
interagency. coordination,. development. of. institutional. capabilities. of. mass. media.
and.civil. society.. In. the.world.of.post-truth,. it. is. very.difficult. to.oppose.propaganda..
backed. by. special. services. and. state-owned. media. of. other. countries,. but. when.
Ukrainian. media. begin. to. side. with. the. authorities. instead. of. just. providing. informa-.
tion,.they.themselves.begin.to.engage.in.propaganda..

Alongside. with. advanced. communication. media,. the. traditional. channels. have..
not. lost. their. relevance. –. such. as. printed. newspapers,. newsletters,. booklets. for.
distribution. of. critical. information. to. the. people. who. for. different. reasons. do. not.
use. the. Internet. and. social. media.. This. especially. refers. to. the. area. of. conflict. and..
the.occupied.territories..

SSU reform
In. accordance. with. the. effective. legislation,. the. SSU. is. a. special. service. and..

a. law-enforcement. agency. at. a. time.. It. is. also. a. military. organisation,. whose..
functions. include. counterintelligence,. fighting. terrorism,. protection. of. state. secrets,.
fighting. corruption,. organised. and. economic. crime.. The. strategic. goal. of. the. SSU.
reform. is. to. transform. its. functions. and. structure. in. line. with. the. best. standards..
of.special.services.in.democratic.countries..

The. main. task. of. a. special. service. is. not. to. prosecute. and. punish. criminals. but.
to. prevent. crime,. using. special. methods. of. work.. In. fact,. institution. of. criminal..
cases. and. bringing. to. responsibility. should. be. seen. as. indirect. evidence. of. its.
imperfection.. Ideally,. functions. of. pre-trial. investigation. should. be. reduced. only. to..
the. domains. of. counterintelligence,. high. treason,. terrorism. and. divulgence. of. state.
secrets..

While. working. on. the. draft. Concept. of. SSU. Reform,. the. authors. tried. to. win..
utmost. support. from. their. European. colleagues.. Namely,. the. Service. agreed. with.
European. and. NATO. colleagues. that. its. investigative. powers. should. be. seriously.
limited.. The. proposal. to. reduce. the. list. of. 36. articles. (in. line. with. the. effective.
legislation). found. support. in. the. Verkhovna. Rada,. NSDC,. and. the. Presidential.
Administration.alike....

In. absence. of. the. approved. Concept. of. SSU. reform,. nothing. prevents. us. from.
making. some. critical. steps. that. do. not. require. significant. funding.. The. focus. should.
be. on. reformation. of. the. weak. segments,. preserving. active. and. efficient. ones,. and.
on. dissemination. of. the. existing. best. practices,. with. simultaneous. strengthening.

Ukraine’s Security Sector Reform: Accomplishments and Plans
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of. the. system. of. democratic. civilian. control.. The. process. of. reformation. should..
be. well. thought. over,. with. an. individual. approach. to. human. resources,. preserving..
the.professional.potential.and.not.losing.SSU.efficiency.

Despite.natural. reservations. regarding. the. expediency.of. the.SSU.demilitarisation.
in. present-day. conditions. (countering. aggression,. issues. of. social. protection. of. the.
personnel),. one. should. keep. in. mind. that. in. the. countries,. whose. example. Ukraine.
wants.to.follow,.those.services.have.no.military.status..

It. was. proposed. to. solve. the. issue. of. toughening. external. control. of. the. special.
service. activity. by. creating. an. independent. apolitical. body.. It. should. include..
respected. experts. who. have. proper. skills. and. security. clearance.. At. the. same. time,..
the.powers.and.mechanisms.of.public.control.should.be.specified.in.more.detail.

The. system. of. young. personnel. training. for. the. special. service. is. too. costly..
Instead. of. recruiting. school. graduates,. it. should. shift. to. a. scheme. to. select. ready.
civilian. specialists. or. university. graduates. and. train. them. under. specialised. master.
programmes.at.the.SSU.Academy.

There. is. an. overly. strong. connection. between. the. SSU. and. the. President.
(subordination,. appointments,. control. functions).. A. special. service. cannot. afford. it..
to. be. seen. as. a. political. tool. of. the. President.. Creation. of. an. independent. oversight.
body. will. substantially. strengthen. the. position. and. credibility. of. the. special. service.
that. will. have. and. will. be. able. to. act. in. accordance. with. the. law. and. rules,. not. the.
President’s.will..

Independent. democratic. oversight. is. an. integral. element. of. the. SSU. winning.
confidence. of. society. and. international. partners.. In. absence. of. confidence,. partners.
will.share.only.worthless.information..

The. SSU. cannot. be. reformed. in. isolation. from. reforms. of. other. agencies. of..
the. security. sector.. The. SSU. bears. responsibility. to. newly-established. bodies.
supposed. to. assume. the. functions. previously. falling. within. the. SSU. area. of.
responsibility..At.some.stage,.the.SSU.will.have.to.act.as.a.tutor.for.those.institutions.
and.to.give.them.not.only.its.powers.but.also.its.knowledge.and.expertise..

Role of civil society

For. democratic. civilian. control. not. to. be. fragmentary. and. to. be. accepted. by. the.
controlled.entities,. for.controlling.entities. to.be.able. to.do. that.professionally.–. there.
should. be. a. system.. There. should. be. clearly. prescribed. processes. and. procedures,.
now. critically. lacking,. for. good. governance. and. systemic. reformation.. In. absence.
of. systems. and. procedures. it. is. very. difficult. to. ensure. regular. external. control...
Stable.procedures.are.the.core.of.a.system..

That. said,. there.must.be.external. control,. in.addition. to. the. internal.one..Without.
external.control,.there.will.be.no.internal.control..

Parliament. –. as. a. representative. body. of. society. –. should. have. the. leading.
role. in. the. system. of. civilian. democratic. control.. Complaints. about. the. quality. of.
parliamentarianism. in. Ukraine. are. absolutely. fair,. but. they. cannot. serve. as. a. pretext..
for.limitation.of.the.Parliament’s.controlling.powers..
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There.is.a.problem.of. insufficient.professionalism.of.controllers..Far.from.all.civic.
activists. and. MPs. have. the. professional. knowledge.. It. is. not. necessary. for. them..
to. have. professional. experience,. but. it. is. important. to. have. at. least. the. first. idea. of..
the.activity.of.the.structure,.which.you.are.going.to.control..

There. is. a. common. problem. of. power. structure. representatives. misunder-.
standing. the.necessity. and.essence.of. civilian.democratic. control,. its. importance. for.
personnel..Civilian.control.is.mainly.seen.as.external.interference.in.their.activity..There.
is.no.clear.understanding.yet.that.democratic.civilian.control.is.mutually.advantageous.
for.society,.security.of.citizens.and.the.state,.and.for.the.power.structures’.personnel.
alike.. There. is. noticeable. progress. –. at. the. lower. levels. of. command,. they. better..
accept.its.necessity.and.are.more.ready.to.cooperate..

In. accordance.with. the. regulatory-legal. framework,.Parliament. should.have. a. key.
role.in.the.system.of.civilian.democratic.control,.since.it.represents.the.entire.society...

Attempts. of. journalists. to. interfere. in. the. work. of. a. detective. or. an. operative..
prompt. power. structures. to. seek. defence. against. such. control.. Speaking. about.
comprehensive. reformation. of. the. system. of. democratic. civilian. control,. we. should..
not.forget.about.the.problem.of.professional.standards.and.journalist.ethics.

The.effective.law.on.civilian.control.of.the.military.organisation.introduces.several.
key. principles:. transparency. of. expenditures. on. the. security. and. defence. sector,.
possibility. of. public. access. to. information.. Without. observance. of. those. principles,.
democratic. civilian. control. is. impossible.. Secrecy. requirements. remain. Soviet.. The.
state. is. trying. to.utmost. limit.public.access. to. information..The.principles.of.secrecy.
and.access.to.information.should.be.fundamentally.revised..

Public.control. is.efficient,.when.the.controlling.actor. is.strong..Civil.society. is.not.
a.real.actor.yet..An.actor.must.have.four.main.features:.а).awareness.of. its. interests,.
b). the. ability. to. lobby. and. to. implement. them. in. public. politics,. c). to. monitor. their.
implementation,.and.d).to.be.a.viable.actor..
Overall assessments of the project results

The. series. of. conferences. has. created. a. discussion. platform. for. exchange. of.
ideas,. involving. actually. all. concerned. parties:. representatives. of. central. executive.
bodies,.Parliament,. staff. of. the. security. and.defence. sector. agencies,. scholars,. non-
governmental. experts,. journalists,. civic. activists,. collaborators. of. international.
organisations,.foreign.experts..

The. main. topics. of. the. conferences,. determined. by. the. essence. of. the. project,..
were. elaborated. following. the. first. conference. that. was. held. in. January,. 2016,. while.
further. adjustment. took. place. dependent. on. the. urgency. of. the. problems. discussed.
at. panels,. and. on. the. basis. of. monitoring. of. the. reform. results,. with. account. of.
recommendations.of.the.participants..Such.a.comprehensive.and.interactive.approach.
guarantees.steadily.interesting.discussions.

Combination. of. the. format. of. panel. meetings. open. for. the. media. with. workshop.
discussions. behind. closed. doors. made. it. possible,. in. the. former. case,. to. cover..
the. widest. possible. audience,. while. the. closed. format. of. workshops. provided..
a.possibility.of.the.most.open.statement.of.ideas,.criticism.and.proposals..Application.
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of. the. Chatham. House’s. rules1. was. especially. handy. for. officials. who. did. not. have..
to. defend. the. official. opinion. by. all. means. but. could. present. their. own. critical,.
sometimes. –. radical. ideas. without. fear. of. administrative. consequences.. Such.
atmosphere. made. their. arguments. much. more. convincing. for. some. overly..
critically-minded.representatives.of.the.non-governmental.sector..

Subsequent. publication. of. the. conference. materials. in. a. detailed. form. and. in..
the. format. of. brief. conclusions. and. recommendations. meets. different. needs. of.
information. users.. Creation. of. a. trilingual. (Ukrainian,. Russian. and. English). thematic.
web. site https://ukrainesecuritysector.com. not. only. substantially. expanded. the.
target. audience. but. also. provided. the. extremely. powerful. resource. of. the. “library. of..
best. practices”,. containing. hundreds. of. publications,. not. reduced. to. the. security..
sector.of.Ukraine.alone.

The. conferences. provided. an. important. tool. of. communication. among. the.
authorities,. civil. society. and. Ukraine’s. international. partners,. gave. a. strong. impetus.
for. an. informed. discussion,. vitally. needed. to. reach. a. compromise. concerning..
the. lines. and. prospects. of. the. security. sector. development.. It. is. highly. important.
that. a. unique. platform. was. created. for. discussion. of. problem. issues,. generation. of.
common. recommendations. in. a. calm,. tolerant. atmosphere,. involving. a. wide. range..
of. experts. representing. the. public. sector,. non-governmental. organisations,. the.
academic.community,.international.experts..

The.conference.materials.were.considered.by.Ukraine’s.NSDC.Staff.on.a.par.with.
proposals.of.NATO.advisers,.the.EU.Advisory.Mission.and.other.international.partners.
and. are. partially. included. in. official. documents.. For. Parliament. and. concerned.
committees. of. the. Verkhovna. Rada. of. Ukraine,. the. conference. results. were. not..
only.an.aid.but.also.kind.of.a.challenge,. in.terms.of.political.and.moral.responsibility.
of. Parliament. and. every. national. deputy. to. society. for. the. progress. and. results. of..
the.security.sector.reform..

The conference participants mainly focus on problem issues. This is not bad 
at all, since the very fact of statement of a problem is already important. A correct  
and timely statement gives impetus to further discussion and a chance to find 
solutions. A question remains: How to deliver our concern and our recommendations  
to decision-makers? 

1
. When. a. meeting,. or. part. thereof,. is. held. under. the. Chatham. House. Rule,. participants. are. free. to. use. the.

information.received,.but.neither.the.identity.nor.the.affiliation.of.the.speaker(s),.nor.that.of.any.other.participant,.
may.be.revealed..–.Chatham.House,.https://www.chathamhouse.org/chatham-house-rule.
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WELCOME REMARKS

Pavlo PYNZENYK, Head of the Razumkov Centre Board, First Deputy Chairman of  
the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine Committee on Rules of Parliamentary Procedure  
and Support to Work of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine

The. series. of. conferences. dedicated. to. state. governance. of. Ukraine’s. security.
sector.reform.is.coming.to.an.end..The.past.conferences.became.an.important.element.
of.communication.on.security.issues.among.the.authorities,.civil.society,.international.
partners.who.support.us,.as.we.stand.against.the.Russian.aggression.and.reform.the.
security.sector.of.Ukraine.as.a.whole..

During. these. events,. we. examined. the. current. state. of. affairs. with. provision. of.
personal.safety.of.citizens,.security.of.society.and. the.state,.analysed. the.main. lines.
and. the. first. results. of. the. reforms,. identified. key. challenges. and. proposed. possible.
ways.of.their.solution..

The. discussions. centred. on. issues. of. transparency. of. actions. of. the. Ukrainian.
authorities,. existence. of. different. groups. of. interests,. search. of. constructive,. trade-
off. options. of. the. security. sector. reform..Emphasis.was.made.on. the. importance. of.
civilian.and.parliamentary.control.of.the.security.sector.and.its.separate.elements..

Our.international.partners.readily.shared.their.experience.and.best.practices.in.this.
sector,. their.assessments.and. ideas.of. reforms. in.Ukraine.with.Ukrainian.colleagues,.
gave. and. continue. to. give. not. only. good. advice. but. also. practical. assistance. at. this.
hard.time.for.Ukraine,.for.which,.we.are.very.grateful.to.them..

I.can.assure.you.that. for.Parliament.and.concerned.committees.of. the.Verkhovna.
Rada. of. Ukraine,. the. results. of. the. conferences. were. not. only. an. aid. but. also..
kind.of.a.challenge,.since.the.common.thread.of.the.results.of.all.the.conferences.was.
the. idea. of. importance. of. political. and. moral. responsibility. of. Parliament,. of. every.
national.deputy. to. the.Ukrainian.society.and.our. international.partners. for. the.results..
of.the.security.sector.reform.in.Ukraine..
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Today’s. event. closes. this. series. of. conferences.. I. am. sure. that. this. conference..
put. not. the. final. dot. but,. rather,. three. dots. in. discussions. of. the. security. sector.
governance. and. search. of. the. best. ways. of. promotion. of. reforms. in. Ukraine.. I. wish.
to. use. this. opportunity. to. thank. all. the. participants. for. their. readiness. to. make.
contribution. to.promotion.and.strengthening.of. security.of. the. state. and.society..My.
special. thanks. –. to. the. Geneva. Centre. for. the. Democratic. Control. of. Armed. Forces.
(DCAF).and.the.Ministry.of.Foreign.Affairs.of. the.Kingdom.of.the.Netherlands,.whose.
expert,. analytical. and. financial. contribution. made. this. discussion. not. only. possible..
but.also.interesting.and.productive.

Oleksandr LYTVYNENKO, Deputy Secretary of Ukraine’s National Security and 
Defence Councils

This. is. an. honour. for. me,. to. speak. at. this. international. conference.. I. wish. to.
cordially. thank. Razumkov. Centre,. the. Dutch. Embassy. in. Ukraine. and. DCAF. for.
assistance.with.organisation.of.these.international.conferences..

One. of. the. biggest. problems. in. our. security. sector. is. posed. by. the. weakness..
of. professional. discussion,. which. compromises. the. quality. of. drafting. crucial.
documents.and.building.consensus.as. to. the. lines.and.prospects.of. the.security.and.
defence. sector. development.. These. conferences. became. a. strong. step. towards.
initiation.of. such.discussion..What. is. highly. important. is. that. a.unique.platform.was.
created.for.experts.from.the.public.sector,.NGOs,.academic.structures,.where.we.can.
quietly.and.tolerantly.discuss.problem.issues,.identify.their.reasons.and.propose.joint.
recommendations..

I.wish.to.stress.that.the.materials.of.all.the.conferences.were.thoroughly.examined.
by. the. stuff. of. Ukraine’s. National. Security. and. Defence. Councils. and. have. been.
taken. into.account. in. the.drafts.of.conceptual.documents.on.a.par.with.proposals.of..
NATO.advisers,. the.EU.Advisory.Mission.and.other. international.partners..Meanwhile,.
I. would. like. to. stress. that. in. the. recent. years. we. for. the. first. time. in. 26. years. of.
independence. finally. managed. to. work. out. the. entire. set. of. the. required. strategic.
documents. describing. the. state. of. the. security. sector. and. setting. out. the. lines. of..
its. development.. I. see. unbiased. identification. of. real. problems. of. the. sector. in. all..
their.depth.and.complexity. as.a. serious.achievement..This. is.not. a.breakthrough.yet.
but. real. progress,. it. goes.on. and.gives.hope. that. our. security. and.defence. sector. is.
developing.in.the.right.direction..

In. the. end,. I. would. like. to. stress. the. immense. role. of. independent. think-tanks..
in. these.processes.of. transition. from.crisis.management. to.systemic.and.sustainable.
development.of.the.national.security.system..

Philipp FLURI, Head, Eastern Europe, South Caucasus, Central Asia Division, DCAF

Ladies.and.gentlemen,.dear.colleagues.and.friends!. It. is.a.pleasure. to.see.you.all.
here..This.speaks. for.your.stamina.after. two.years.of. joint.work. to.still.be. interested.
and. to. still. show. the. same. enthusiasm. that. you. showed. at. the. beginning. of. the.
process.. It. has. been. a. very. interesting. and. necessary. process. that. we. embarked. on.
together.two.years.ago.with.a.financial.help.from.the.Netherlands’.Ministry.of.Foreign.
Affairs..We.tried.to.add.and.provide.an.important.element.to.security.forum.in.Ukraine..
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Strategic.communication.–.an.element.which. is.often. forgotten. in. the.early.stages.of.
a. reform. process. in. the. security. sector. –. is. the. aspect. of. creating. a. platform. within.
society.for.hearing.out.its.desires,.anxieties.and.fears.of.people,.especially.in.a.country,.
that.has.gone.through.prolonged,.protracted.history.of.authoritarianism..

In. authoritarian. societies. one. man. decides. all,. one. party. decides. everything. and.
may. or. may. not. inform. about. what. these. decisions. are. and. why. they. were. taken...
Now,. if.we.want.to.build.a.democracy.–. I. think.you.are.here.because.you.want.to.do.
that.–.we.need.to.talk.to.each.other.and.to.create.platforms.which.allow.us.to.do.that..
So.this.is.one.of.these.platforms,.where.the.Ukrainian.authorities.have.been.very.willing.
to. engage.. Not. only. Mr.. Olexander. Lytvynenko,. Deputy. Secretary. of. the. NSDC,. to..
whom.we.are.very.grateful,.but.virtually.all.ministries.and. the.Verkhovna.Rada. found.
interest. and. married. to. this. platform.. This. is. the. reason. why. it. should. be. prolonged.
over.the.natural.lifespan.of.this.project.in.one.way.or.another..

So.we,.DCAF,.are.promising.at.this.point.that.we.will.not. leave.you.alone..We.will.
remain. involved.in.security.sector.reform.in.Ukraine.and.we.hope.to.be.able.together.
with. our. colleagues. from. Razumkov. Centre. to. look. into. a. future. format. of. public.
discussions.on.security..

Security.sector. reform. is.not.a. linear.process.. It. is.a.cumulative,. iterative.process.
which.takes.place.in.a.dialectical.environment..There.is.always.someone.who.is.against.
security.sector. reform,.someone.who. is. trying. to.work. for. their.own. interests.as.you.
may.have.witnessed.also. in.Ukraine.and. the.question. is.what.do.we.do. then?. Is. the.
parliamentary. control. firmly. established. to.oversee. the. formulation. first. and. then. the.
implementation. of. security. sector. reform. processes. or. is. it. not?. Is. the. Parliament.
strong. enough. to. provide. the. necessary. element. of. parliamentary. guidance. and.
oversight?. We. would. like. to. invite. you. to. judge. by. yourself. and. for. yourself. during.
these. two. days.. We. should. look. back. on. what. has. been. achieved. and. should. try. to.
decide,. define. and. determine. where. we. stand. now. within. the. process.. There. are. the.
voices,. which. say. that. the. process. has. been. successful. and. should. be. left. to. itself..
now..There.are.the.other.voices,.which.say.that.it.has.barely.begun..So,.let’s.look.into.
the.achievements.of.the.past.and.look.at.what.remains.to.be.done.

Jaap FREDERIKS, Charge d’Affaires, Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands 

It. has. been. a. great. pleasure. working. with. your. organisation. and. through. it. to.
contribute. to. reforming. the. security. sector. of. Ukraine.. We. had. approved. a. series. of.
eight. conferences. and. I. understand. that. today. is. actually. a. bonus,. a. very. useful.
one.. I. think. it. is. very. useful. to. revisit. key. recommendations. and. to. reemphasize.
significance. of. strengthening. parliamentary. oversight. and. civil. control. over. defence.
sector. in. making. Ukraine. a. politically. more. stable. country. and. democratically. more.
sound. society.. Recommendations. are. good,. but. they. are. only. as. good. as. their.
implementation.. Therefore,. I. am. very. glad. that. we. have. a. forward. looking. view. and..
we.are.trying.our.best.to.take.them.forward..

Welcome Remarks
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Chair:.Philipp.FLURI,.DCAF
Speakers:

•..Barbora. MARONKOVA,. Director. of. the. NATO. Information. and. Documentation.
Center.in.Ukraine

•..Mykhaylo. LOPATIN,. C4ISR. Coordinator,. Project. Office. of. Reforms,. Ministry. of.
Defence.of.Ukraine,.Member.of.“C4.Tiger.team”

•..Viktor.MUSIYAKA,.Research.Fellow,.Razumkov.Centre

SESSION.I. WHAT HAS BEEN ACHIEVED 
AND WHAT REMAINS TO BE DONE?
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MILITARY AND NON-MILITARY ASPECTS 
OF NATO-UKRAINE COOPERATION

Barbora MARONKOVA,  
Director of the NATO Information and 
Documentation Center in Ukraine

I. would. like. to. share. with. you. a. political. picture. of. where. we. step. at. nature. in.
Ukraine. and. then.go. slightly. into. the.different. areas.of. our.practical. support. and. the.
reforms.so.far..

First,. I. think. this. has. been. a. fairly. important. year. for. our. Ukraine-NATO.
relationships.. We. have. seen. from. the. Ukrainian. side. and. from. your. stakeholders..
and. policymakers. the. decision. to. include. NATO. membership. into. one. of. Ukraine’s.
foreign.policy.goals.. There.has.been.a. lot.of. talk. about. this. since.2014,.but.now.we.
actually. saw. that. the. lawmakers. have. made. a. decision. which. was. approved. by.
Verkhovna.Rada..So.this.obviously.puts.our.relationship.into.a.slightly.different.mode.
where.reforms.will.become.and.have.become.more.important.than.ever.before..

Secondly,. we. had. the. visit. of. the. North. Atlantic. Council. and. the. NATO. Secretary.
General. to. Kyiv. in. July. 2017.. On. one. hand,. it. was. a. fairly. symbolic. because. they.
came. to. commemorate. the. 20. years. of. the. distinctive. partnership. that. we. have. with.
Ukraine.. But,. at. the. same. time,. we. did. held. the. NATO-Ukraine. Commission. format..
at. the. Presidential. Administration. co-chaired. by. our. Secretary. General. and. your.
President.. This. is. quite. a. big. deal. at. least. for. us. at. NATO. and. this. also. shows.
that. politically. we. are. ready. to. start. talking. with. Ukraine. about. the. reforms,. about..
what.needs.to.be.done.and.where.we.stand..

I.also.tried.to.count.but.I.failed.how.many.visits.of.Ukrainian.officials.we.have.had.
in.NATO.headquarters. this.year.. It.has.been.probably.everybody.from.your.President,.
Prime.Minister,.Vice.Prime.Minister,.Foreign.Minister,.Chief.of.General.Staff,.Defence.
Minister,.the.NSDC.Secretary.is.coming.next.week.and.many.others.on.all.the.different.

Military and Non-Military Aspects of NATO-Ukraine Cooperation
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levels.. So,. I. would. say. that. in. terms. of. political. consultations. it. has. probably. been..
the.most.unprecedented.year.we.have.had.in.at. least.a.decade.if.not,. in.20-25.years..
I. think. that. is. really. positive,. also. probably. there. was. no. coincidence. that. yesterday.
NATO. Secretary. General. addressed. NATO. Parliamentary. Assembly. in. Bucharest.
basically.reiterating.the.same.thing.that.NATO.said. in.Bucharest. in.2008.that.Ukraine.
and. Georgia. will. become. members. of. NATO. one. day.. So,. nearly. 10. years. later. we.
still. are. pretty. much. standing. here. discussing. possible. membership.. I. personally..
believe.that.next.year.will.be.even.more.crucial.because.this.political.question.will.be.
obviously.opened.and.discussed..But.in.order.to.do.that,.as.my.boss.continues.saying.
at.every.occasion,. there.must.be.reforms.and.reforms..And.I.understand.that.a. lot.of.
people.are.probably.tired.by.hearing.this.word.all. the.time,.but.unfortunately.the.way.
we. look.at. it. right.now.is.–.we.have.achieved.a. lot.of.progress,.but.we.are.not. there..
yet..I.will.get.to.the.achievements.and.where.we.are.in.a.movement..

Let.me.also. talk.a. little.bit.about. the.practical.cooperation.. It.has.also.been.quite.
unprecedented.for.since.2014.we.have.been.in.the.year.of. implementations.. In.terms.
of.our. trust. funds. that.have.been.set.up. in.support.of.Ukraine.after.2014.events,.we.
came. to. a. period. where. we. started. delivering.1. For. example,. in. terms. of. our. trust..
fund. on. cyber. security. this. summer. we. managed. to. deliver. to. Ukraine. some.
equipment,. which. supports. your. resilience. and. increase. your. cyber. defence.. After.
about. a. year. and. a.half.we. finally. have. launched. the. trust. fund.on. assisting.Ukraine.
on. Counter-Improvised. Explosive. Devices. and. Explosive. Ordnance. Disposal.. The.
trust. fund. is. now. up. and. running,. we. received. an. advisor. who. will. start. working.
on. and. leasing. with. the. Ministry. of. Defence. partners. to. start. implementing. this.
trust. fund.. We. have. had. a. lot. of. achievements. in. the. area. of. the. trust. fund. on.
medical. rehabilitation.. Quite. a. number. of. countries. have. donated. a. lot. of. useful. and..
important. medical. equipment. to. your. various. hospitals. to. support. the. wounded.
soldiers. like,. for.example,.a.special.model.pool.for.Kharkiv..We.starting.seriously.not.
only.considering.but.working.on.implementation.of.adding.psychological.rehabilitation.
to.our.trust.fund,.because.we.together.with.your.Ministry.of.Social.Policy,.the.Ministry.
of.Defence,.different.associations.of. the.war.veterans. recognized. that. this. is.actually.
going. to.be.a.big.problem. for.Ukraine.and. the.Ukrainian.society..We.also.sponsored.
the. trip. of. your. team. to. “Invictus”. in. Toronto. and,. by. the. way,. congratulations. to..
the.great.results.of.your.team..So.there.has.been.quite.a.lot.happening.in.the.practical.
side.of.the.trust.funds..

In. the.area.of.defence.and.security.reform.we.are.particularly.proud.that.we.were.
able. to. reinstall. the. Joint.Working.Group.on.Defence. and.Economy,.which.had.been.
working.many. years. ago.and.sort. of. disappeared. somewhere..So. it. is. back.on.. This.
is.really.extremely.important.and.I.noticed.that.one.of.your.previous.sessions.actually.
was. talking. about. defence. planning. and. defence. procurement. and. the. necessity..
to.adopt. the.NATO.standards. in. this.very. tricky.area..So. that. is. a.great. step. forward..
that.the.Joint.Working.Group.is.meeting.next.week.in.Brussels..

1
. NATO’s. support. to. Ukraine.. –. www.nato.int/nato_static_fl2014/assets/pdf/pdf_2016_07/20160627_1607-

factsheet-nato-ukraine-support-eng.pdf.
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We. also. jointly. achieved. codification. of. the. Ukrainian. defence. industry. into.
NATO. markets. which. is. also. quite. important. at. least. symbolically. that. the. Ukrainian..
defence. products. can. now. be. purchased. and. be. part. of. acquisition. of. any. other..
NATO.country..

There. have. been. some. useful. achievements. on. the. side. of. the. legislation.. Some.
important. laws.such.as. the.National.Security.Doctrine,. Information.Security.Doctrine.
were.adopted..Following.what.Mr..Lytvynenko.has.said,.we.at.NATO,.the.EU.and.other.
international. organizations,. are. extremely. happy. and. proud. that. the. commentaries,.
the. advice.provided.during. the.process.of. drafting. these. important. bills.were. indeed.
consulted. and. taken. into. consideration.. Overall,. I. think. that. we. collectively. should.
be. proud. on. what. was. achieved. so. far. this. year. and. perhaps. already. following..
the.previous.years..

Let.me.go.to.the.other.part.of.our.title.–.what.remains.to.be.done..I.must.confess.
myself. that.since. I.arrived. to.Ukraine.only. in.March. this.year,. I.am.probably.not. that.
qualified. to.speak.about. the.achievements.simply.because.many.of. you. in. this. room.
have. been. working. on. reforms. on. defence. and. security. sector. for. probably. more..
than. twenty. years.. But,. what. I. understand. as. a. newcomer. consulting. with. many..
of. the. experts. who. are. also. in. this. room,. we. have. a. bit. of. a. paradox. of. so. much..
work. been. done. in. the. past,. but. at. the. same. time. we. are. still. talking. about. what..
needs.to.be.done..

The. reforms. have. been. there. but. they. were. probably. not. really. deep.. It. was.
mostly. to.“tick.the.box”.or. just. to.stretch.the.surface.a. little.bit..What.we.are.finding.
out.right.now.collectively. is. that.unless.the.reforms.are.really.deep.and.systemic,.we.
will. be. sitting. here. and. discussing. more. or. less. the. same. things.. That. was. also. the.
key.message.of.NATO.Secretary.General. to.Kyiv. in. July. 2017. that. this. is. the.golden.
opportunity. to.work.on. the. reforms. together.and. really.systematically..NATO.has. the.
tool.in.place.–.the.Annual.National.Plan..This.is.a.perfect.practical.tool.to.get.together.
every. year. with. Ukraine’s. experts. and. go. step. by. step. by. step. through. every. single.
and.each.objective.and.goal.of.the.ANP..We.have.a.rigorous.assessment..So.let.us.use..
the.tool.which.we.have..Secondly,.we.already.have.the.contacts,.we.have.the.network,.
we. have. the. platforms.. So. again,. let. us. use. them. to. the. best. of. our. ability. and.
knowledge..

NATO.has. the.experience.and. the.advice. that.we.can.give. to.Ukraine.and.we.are.
really.willing. to.do. that..NATO.has.experience. in.more. than.a.dozen.of.post-Warsaw.
Pact.countries.and. in.post-Soviet.space.or.whatever.we.want. to.call. the.region.here..
We.have. that. experience.and.Ukraine. is.not. the. first.one..Many.countries.have.gone.
through.similar.processes..It.takes.time,.it.is.very.frustrating..I.personally.have.worked.
on. five. countries’. enlargement.processes. and. it. took.us.up. to. a.decade. to. each.and.
every.one.of.them.to.become.NATO.members..Yes,.it.is.a.long.process..

As. we. have. been. saying. for. many. years. and. we. are. very. pleased. to. hear. from..
your. top. leadership. –. the. reforms. are. not. for. Brussels,. but. they. are. for. Ukraine,. to.
make.Ukraine.stronger.and.more.stable.than.ever.before..So,.our.job.is.to.advise.you.
and.assist.you.the.best.we.can..
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Since. 2015. our. staff. at. NATO. Representation. in. Ukraine. have. increased,. I. think,.
triple.. We. have. about. 15. advisers. from. different. countries,. with. different. expertise..
They. are. really. experts. in. very. particular. fields:. special. services,. parliamentary.
oversight,. C4,. cyber. etc.. We. have. an. adviser. on. logistics,. we. have. an. adviser. on.
countering. improvised. explosive. devises.. We. have. advisers. on. everything. that. you.
need..So,. just.please.take.an.advantage.of.the.fact.that.NATO.and.the.member.states.
are.sending.these.people.here.and.offering.our.support.to.you..

Three.more.points. from.my.side..Ukraine.has.set. itself. a.very. important.but.also..
an.ambitious.goal.–.and.that.is.in.the.Strategic.Defence.Bulletin’s.reform.–.an.adoption.
of.NATO.standards. in. your.Armed.Forces.by.2020.. This.has.been.warmly.welcomed..
by.NATO.allies,.the.progress.is.there.but.time.flies.so.fast.that.we.still.have.only.two.
years. left..And. this. is.Ukrainian.ownership,.and. this. is.Ukraine’s.own.goals.. It. is.not.
NATO. who. set. up. these. goals,. it. is. Ukraine. who. commits,. but. it. is. very. important..
that.we.have.to.make.it.happen.collectively..

We.have.several.open.big-ticket.items.that.would.really.be.necessary.to.go.deeper..
They. are. some. key. pieces. of. legislation. like. the. National. Security. Law,. the. Law.
regarding.intelligence.and.the.reform.of.the.SSU..

Last. but. not. least,. is. the. stronger. reinforcement. of. the. democratic. control. of.
armed. forces.. We. have. heard. that. the. relationship. between. different. parliamentary.
committees.and.different.actors. in.defence.and.security.sector. in.Ukraine.has.greatly.
increased.. And. I. think. this. is. one. of. the. positive. achievements. in. this. regard,. but.
obviously.more.needs.to.be.done..

So. overall,. as. they. say. the. glass. is. neither. half-full. nor. half-empty.. We. are. in.
October. 2017. and. still. have. two-and-a-half. year. to. get. things. going.. I. hope. I. was..
not.too.negative,.but.I.want.to.make.sure.that.the.processes.that.we.started.together.
three.years.ago.will.continue.if.not.at.the.same.speed,.maybe.even.at.the.greater.speed.
in.the.future.
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Unfortunately,. the. term. of. network-centred. capabilities. is. not. commonly. used.
in. our. media.. I. would. like. to. tell. you,. how. important. this. concept. is. for. us,. and.
to. demonstrate. its. application,. to. formulate. some. definition. of. this. term,. to. cite..
examples. from.our.history.and. to.show.connection.with. the.challenges.set. for.us.by.
the.present.day..

We. ran. away. with. this. idea. in. December,. 2015.. Today,. our. team. numbers. more..
than.100.persons.. It. should.be.noted. that.our.position. represents.neither. the.official.
position. of. the. Ministry. of. Defence,. nor. the. commonly. accepted. one.. A. lot. remains..
to.be.done.to.formulate.this.position..

The.general. focused.approach.means.building. informational.and.communicational.
superiority. over. the. adversary. for. creation. of. convincing. fighting. power. through.
combination. of. intelligent. objects. in. one. combat. space.. Units. should. always. keep..
in. touch,.be.connected. to. a. single,. continuously.working.data. transmission.network..
Sensors.should.be.dispersed,.but.networked..The.use.of. force.should.be.coordinated.
and. provide. rather. a. high. level. of. autonomy.. We. further. simplify. it. for. ourselves,.
saying:. there. should. be. communication,. a. picture. of. the. situation,. delegation. of..
power,.and.autonomy...

What.has.been.done.since.2015?.The.team.is.fully.staffed,.a.separate.military.unit.
was. formed. within. the. General. Staff,. known. as. Centre. С4ISR. of. the. Armed. Forces..
of.Ukraine..There.are.three.main.projects.that.have.been.implemented..

The. first. one. deals. with. air. power.. Today. we. are. just. one. step. away. from..
integration. of. the. battlefield. picture. in. a. real-time. mode. on. the. basis. of. information.
received.from.unmanned.aerial.vehicles..

DEVELOPMENT OF NETWORK-CENTRIC 
CAPABILITIES AS THE RESPONSE  
FOR HYBRID-WAR THREATS

Mykhaylo LOPATIN, C4ISR Coordinator, 
Project Office of Reforms,  
Ministry of Defence of Ukraine,  
Member of “C4 Tiger team”

Development of Network-Centric Capabilities as the Response for Hybrid-War Threats
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The. second. project. is. a. video. surveillance. system. using. video. cameras. installed.
with. a. 5. km. spacing. on. the. frontline. and. covering. some. 85%. of. the. front.. A. data.
transmission.network.has.been.created..

The.third.project.–.the.main.for.us.–.is.the.Delta.project,.started.in.August,.2015..
The.system.was.rather.successfully. tested.during.exercises.at.Yavoriv. training.range,.
and.by.now,.we.have.reached.the.stage.of.practical.application. in. the.ATO.area..This.
means. a. comprehensive. picture. of. the. situation,. used. by. the. Ukrainian. military,..
the.data.can.be.exported.to.any.NATO.system.within.seconds,.since.it.was.developed.
on. the. basis. of. a. US. architecture,. in. line. with. NATO. standards. and. in. cooperation..
with.NATO.experts..

We.provided.several.solutions.in.the.field.of.communications..For.instance,.a.copter.
can. lift. a. communication.amplifier. covering.an.area.with. the. radius.of.53.km..These..
are.the.practical.things.that.we.are.implementing.today..

Unfortunately,. there. is. a. serious.problem.with. the.change.of.mentality..Our.army.
is. very. stubborn,. when. it. comes. to. implementation. of. the. principles. of. delegation..
of.powers.and.autonomy...

Another. interesting. principle. of. network-centred. operations. is. its. application. to.
geographically.dispersed.units.–.when.dispersal.of.troops.in.fact.makes.you.stronger,.
if. you. are. in. good. control. and. provide. communication. among. them.. At. that,. they..
act.autonomously.and.share.the.same.picture.of.the.situation..

The. first. Maidan. and. the. Revolution. of. Dignity. were. a. classic. demonstration. of..
the. network-centred. approach,. where. people. had. no. common. leadership. but. were..
well. organised. and. efficient.. The. second. Maidan. left. behind. dozens. of. organisations.
that. continue. to. work. efficiently. even. now.. “Army. SOS”,. “The. Sisters. of. Victory”,.
“Aerial.Reconnaissance”.are.all.examples.of.a.network-centred.approach..

Today’s. challenges. may. be. termed. as. hybrid. terrorism.. Today,. it. is. mainly. of..
a. military. nature,. while. tomorrow,. it. can. be. economic. or. environmental.. Since..
hybridity.has.no. limits,.we.should. realise. that.classic.defence. forces.will.not.be.able.
to. respond. to. all. those. challenges.. We. should. more. avidly. adopt. the. experience. of.
Israel,.where.every.citizen.is.a.defender.and.an.element.of.the.defence.system,.where.
responsibility.rests.with.every.citizen..

We. already. have. a. 100-year-old. experience. of. a. centralised. approach. that. does.
not. work. in. Ukraine.. Every. time. after. the. end. of. the. active. phase. we. waited. for. the.
advent. of. a. Hetman.. A. network-centred. approach. can. be. used. quite. efficiently. not.
only. in. the. army.. Self-organisation. of. provisional. or. permanent. groups. should. be.
the. main. mediator. between. the. government. and. citizens.. We. should. realise. that. the.
format. of. organisation. of. the. national. defence. system. will. not. change. entirely. in..
a. tick.. The. state. tends. to. repeat. the. mistakes. it. made. 100. years. ago. and. continues..
to.make.now..I.mean.the.desire.to.entirely.control.processes,.especially.in.the.defence.
sector,. in. this. way. undermining. the. power. of. those. provisional. groups. that. carry..
the.main.burden..Continued.fighting.with.those.groups.resembles.fighting.gravity..This.
is.rather.a.risky.approach,.because.we.may.repeat.our.history..The.role.of.the.state.in.
this.respect.should.change.from.all-round.responsibility.assumed.by.it.now.to.nothing.
but.coordination.of.action.of.groups.capable.of.self-organisation..
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I.have.both.positive.and.negative.experience.of.participation.in.the.activity.of.public.
organisations. in. one. or. another. way. dealing. with. functions. of. democratic. civilian.
control.. In. due. time,. when. I. was. the. Chairman. of. the. Public. Council. at. the. Security.
Service.of.Ukraine,.we.rather.efficiently.worked.with.the.SSU.leadership..They.listened.
to. our. recommendations,. but. everything. ended. after. President. had. appointed. a.
general.to.the.civilian.position.of.the.SSU.Deputy.Head..We.held.a.meeting.to.discuss.
the. President’s. Decree. that. contained. a. number. of. other. provisions. actually. putting.
the. process. of. selection. and. appointment. of. all. heads. of. SSU. services. under. full.
control.of.the.Presidential.Administration..The.Public.Council.applied.to.the.President..
(Viktor. Yushchenko),. voicing. concern. about. the. abolition. of. the. decision. of. the.
Service. demilitarisation. and. appointment. of. civilian. deputies,. taken. under. President..
Leonid. Kuchma.. Then. SSU. Head. relayed. our. application. to. the. President,. and. the.
morning. after. the. meeting,. I. saw. a. presidential. decree. dismissing. the. SSU. Head...
I. realized. that. I. could. not. influence. those. processes. and. also. filed. a. notice. of.
resignation.from.the.Public.Council...

Another. instance. –. more. fortunate. –. of. my. involvement. in. the. process. of. public.
control.of.state.security.affairs.deals.with.the.commission.for.selection.of.candidates.
to. the. post. of. the. Head. of. the. National. Anticorruption. Bureau.. At. the. end. of. 2014,.
there. appeared. rather. in. interesting. practice. of. employment. of. representatives. of.
the. public. not. related. with. state. institutions. in. any. way. for. selection. of. candidates.
for. high. political. offices.. The. process. of. the. commission. creation. involved. three..
actors:. the. President,. the. Cabinet. of. Ministers. of. Ukraine,. and. the. Verkhovna. Rada..
We. were. tasked. to. do. everything. as.quickly. as. possible.. The.President. even.wanted.
the.NABU.Director.to.be.appointed.before.the.24th.of.January,.2015,.which.was.hardly.
possible.anyway..

PUBLIC COUNCILS/COMMISSIONS  
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THE CIVIL DEMOCRATIC CONTROL
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The. commission. worked. very. productively,. and. within. a. few. weeks. we. drafted..
the. regulations. of. the. competition.. It. was. neither. easy. nor. standard.. For. instance,..
at. the. very. first. kick-off. meeting. we. agreed. that. our. common. position. was. to. allow.
admission.of.foreigners.to.the.competition..The.law.said.that.citizens.of.Ukraine.only.
were.eligible. to. take.part. in. the.competition,.but.we.voted.to.admit. foreign.nationals,.
too,.provided. that. they.might. submit.documents,.but.must.be.citizens.of.Ukraine.on..
the.competition.starting.day..

We.met.with.each.of.170.candidates.three.times..
By. the. time. of. the. last. sitting,. the. Law. on. NABU. was. amended. to. introduce. the.

position. of. a. special. anticorruption. prosecutor. and. the. demand. of. selection. from.
two. candidates.. We. insisted. that. a. genuine. competition. commission. was. to. pick. up.
only.one.person.but. the.Law.preserved. the.norm.saying. that.we.should. recommend..
two,.and.the.President.would.make.the.final.choice.

At. the. final. stage. of. the. commission. work,. it. missed. votes. to. select. the. second.
candidate.. Some. members. of. the. commission. proposed. to. deem. the. competition.
failed. and. to. announce. a. new. competition.. We. managed. to. convince. our. colleagues.
that. there.were.no.valid.grounds.not. to. support. the. second.candidate.. It.was. in. late.
February,. 2015,. and. if. the. competition. had. been. announced. failed,. the. law. would.
have.required.establishment.of.a.new.commission.and.start.with.a.clean.slate,.which.
threatened. with. disruption. of. the. deadlines. of. NABU. establishment.. So,. we. picked.
up. two. candidates. and. now. have. a. NABU. Director. who. successfully. passed. tough.
competition. involving. representatives. of. the. public,. and. more. important. –. we. have..
a.functioning.anticorruption.agency..

So,. I. consider. participation. in. public. institutions. actively. engaged. in. functioning.
of. power. brokers. extremely. important. and. useful.. These. opportunities. should. be.
promoted.and.used.in.full.swing..
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Talking. about. the. civil. security. sector. reform. and. about. the. involvement. of.
international. organizations,. I. should. say. that. we. are. here,. all. of. us. are. here. to.
cooperate.. It. is.not. just.our.Mission.of.course,.but. there.are.also.OSCE.projects,.we.
have. Council. of. Europe,. we. have. United. States,. we. have. Canadian. bilateral. project..
for. police. reform.. All. those. institutions,. all. those. international. organizations. are..
paying. a. lot. of. attention. to. development. of. law. enforcement. agencies. and. the. legal.
system..

We.are.working.not.only.on. the.strategic. level..Strategies.are.very. important,.but.
I.am.always.saying.that.the.efficient.and.sustainable.reform.could.be.when.strategies.
or. strategic. documents. are. implemented.. That. is. the. reason. why. we. pay. a. lot. of.
attention. to. implementation. of. those. adopted. documents.. That. is. the. reason. why..
we. have. established. our. regional. presence. in. Kharkiv. and. in. Lviv.. Now. we. are.
discussing. with. Brussels. and. I. hope. in. the. near. future. we. will. make. a. decision. on.
opening. a. new. regional. presence. in. Odesa.. One. more. mobile. team. in. our. Mission..
will.be.created.soon..We.are.going.to.the.regions.to.assist.Ukrainian.counterparts.on.
the. implementation.of. the. reform.strategies..Reforms.are. sustainable. and.successful.
when. strategies. are. implemented. and. when. operational. people. understand. what. it.
means.to.reform.and.what.the.implementation.of.the.strategy.means..

It. is.very.important.and.what.we.do.see,.there.is.a.lack.of.understanding.between.
strategic. and. operational. levels.. When. we. are. going. to. the. regions,. especially. small.
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police. stations. or. prosecution. offices,. we. are. pretty. sure. that. those. people. who..
are. working. on. the. field,. have. no. clue. what. the. implementation. of. the. strategy..
means. or. what. “change. of. mentality”,. change. of. modus operandy,. and. “change..
of. attitude”. of. law. enforcement. agencies. mean. and. so. on.. That. is. the. reason. why..
we.are.paying.a.lot.of.attention.to.those.areas..

What. we. found. during. our. analysis. is. that. the. highest. political. level. and.
management. of. the. National. Police. do. understand. the. strategic. goals. and. they. do.
understand. the.strategic.needs.of.change,.of. reforms..But,.when.we.are.going.down.
to. the.medium.level.management,.we.really.see.a.need.to.adapt. those.people.and.to.
prove. those. people. that. they. should. drive. the. reforms.. Not. only. the. highest. ranking.
managers. and. politicians,. but. mid-level. managers. and. professionals. should. be. very.
active,.involved,.and.responsible.for.the.implementation.of.reforms..

For. that. reason. EUAM. now. is. providing. leadership. training. for. all. managerial.
levels. of. the. National. Police.. In. Ukraine. this. takes. a. lot. of. time. because. Ukraine. is..
a.huge.country..We.are.really.busy.by.going.from.a.region.to.a.region,.but. I.do.hope.
that. sometime. we. will. create. critical. amount. of. a. middle. level. managers. who. will..
be. dedicated. to. reforms. and. will. be. able. to. assist. the. National. Police. leadership. on..
the.implementation.of.reforms..

When.we.talk.about.reforms,.it.is.very.important.to.understand.how.to.make.them.
successful..Every.time.I.meet.with.our.counterparts,.they.always.ask.to.provide.more.
equipment,.cars.and.new. information.systems.. Indeed,.we.need. investments. into. the.
modern.equipment..Yes,.we.can.and.we.are.planning.to.do.so,.but.the.most.important.
issue. is. a. change. of. mentality,. change. of. attitude. of. the. people.. You. can. buy. a. lot.
of. new. cars. and. you. can. create. lots. of. new. information. systems,. but. if. attitude. of.
employees.is.not.changed,.you.will.never.have.a.successful.reform..That.is.the.reason.
why. we. are. focusing. on. investments. into. the. training. systems,. investments. into. the.
new.curricula.of. education.of. the.people.dedicated. to. reforms..Our.Mission. together.
with.other.international.donors.is.working.in.this.field..

We. have. certain. limits. because. all. international. organisations. work. within. their.
budgets,. budget. constraints. and. budget. limitations.. It. is. not. possible. to. finance.
everything. and. the. local. ownership. is. very. important.. What. does. local. ownership.
mean.according.to.my.understanding?.First.of.all,. it. is. the.political.responsibility.and.
the. adoption. of. laws. and. other. legal. acts. necessary. for. the. reforms.. Then,. the. local.
ownership. is. about. those. who. are. professionally. responsible. for. implementation. of.
strategic.documents.. I.am.coming.back.and.again.and.again. to. the.same. issue..That.
is. the.reason.why.we.are. in.the.regions,.why.we.are.going.to.organisations. inside.of..
the.organisation..

In. some. local. organisations. we. are. received. very. friendly. and. in. others.
organisations.–.are.not..But.our.approach.is.very.simple:.if.we.are.not.welcome,.we.are.
not.going.to.push..As.I.said.before,. local.ownership.and.local. initiatives.are.essential.
for. us.. Sometimes. I. have. disagreements. with. our. local. partners.. Sometimes. people.
from. local. police. ask. us. to. be. more. proactive. and. more. demanding. in. introducing.
reforms.. My. answer. is. always:. “We. came. to. assist,. but. you. are. the. owners. of..
your. country,. you. are. making. final. decisions. and. you. are. responsible. for. them...

International Support for Civilian Security Sector Reform in Ukraine
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We.can.support.you,.but.the.final.decisions.are.up.to.you,.and.the.final.responsibility..
is.up.to.the.Ukraine’s.institutions..

What. we. have. done. so. far?. Together. with. other. international. organisations. and.
NGOs. we. have. been. assisting. the. Ministry. of. Interior. to. elaborate. a. new. strategy...
I. am. really. pleased. that. the. Ministry. took. a. decision. to. go. for. public. consultation..
on. the. draft. document.. They. have. received. quite. a. lot. of. comments. and. assistance.
from. civil. society.. I. do. hope. that. this. document. will. be. approved. in. the. near. future..
by.the.government.and.will.have.an.appropriate.financial.support.for.implementation..

We.are.also.working.with. the.National.Police.and. the.State.Border.Guard.Service..
on. development. of. their. own. strategic. documents.. I. should. say. it. is. not. easy. and.
we.have.some.kind.of.resistance.in.certain.areas..As.for.me,. it. is.a.good.sign..Why?.
Because.people.are.discussing,.live.discussion.is.going.on,.there.are.different.opinions.
from. the. past. and. from. the. young. generation.. It. is. very. important. that. we. have. this.
discussion,. because. only. having. a. discussion. and. having. differences. of. opinions..
we.can.achieve.good.results.and.find.the.right.way.forward..

We. are. now. on. the. final. stage. of. development. of. Rule. of. Law. Special. Measure..
for. Ukrainian. law. enforcement. institutions.. It. is. a. huge. project.. I. hope. that. this.
document. will. be. approved. by. European. Commission. and. the. European. Council. in.
a.month.and.a.half..There. is.a.plan. to. invest. fifty.million.euro. into. the.Ukrainian. law.
enforcement.institutions..We.are.elaborating.this.document,.because.we.do.understand.
that. for. proper. development. of. the. democratic. state. there. should. be. an. efficient..
legal. system. and. law. enforcement. bodies. efficient. and. accountable. to. the. public..
Without. rule. of. law,. without. efficiency. in. the. legal. system. is. not. possible. to. move.
forward..

I. would. like. to. bring. you. one. example.. A. few. months. ago. I. had. a. very. private.
conversation.with.a.businessman.from.one.of.the.Ukrainian.regions..He.told.me,.that.
he. had. had. to. pay. money. to. organised. crime. representatives. to. solve. his. problems..
When. I. asked. him. why. he. did. that,. why. not. he. went. to. police. or. prosecutor. office,.
he. said:. “Oh,. I. paid. them,. but. they. did. nothing”.. Knowing. this. information. is. very.
important. to.understand.why. the.attitude.should.be.changed. if.we.are.serious.about.
development. of. a. state,. if. we. are. talking. about. foreign. investments.. Such. stories.
should. be. ended.. Law. enforcement. agencies. should. be. developed,. Police. and.
prosecutors. working. in. the. field. should. act. properly,. as. people. who. are. responsible.
and.accountable.before.their.communities..

What. else. we. found. out,. that. there. is. still. a. problem. of. understanding. that. the.
police. and.prosecutor.officers. are.members.of. a. community,. that. they.are. living.not..
on. the. Moon. but. within. the. society.. Instead. of. blaming. each. other. we. should.
understand.that.they.live.inside.this.country.and.they.are.members.of.the.society..

A. strong. system. of. accountability. should. be. in. place.. Together. with. NATO.
colleagues.we.are.working.closely.on.draft.Law.on.National.Security.and.draft.Concept.
of.Development.of.the.SSU..One.of.the.main.points.of.disagreement.with.our.Ukrainian.
counterparts. is. the. question. of. accountability.. There. is. still. a. lack. of. understanding.
from.the.SSU.that.they.should.be.accountable.to.the.public..But.again,.accountability..
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is. one. of. the. major. points. and. the. key. issue.. Why?. Because. SSU. employees. are.
members. of. the. community. and. of. the. society. and. they. must. be. responsible. and.
accountable.to.the.society..

Finally,. we. do. have. lots. of. constrains. and. a. lot. of. discussions.. But. I. also. see..
a.lot.of.progress..Different.initiatives.in.different.areas.are.developed.by.our.Ukrainian.
colleagues. and. we. are. here. to. support. them.. Sometimes. we. receive. complaints. like..
we.are.in.Ukraine.to.inspect.the.law.enforcement.agencies..But,.we.are.not.inspecting,.
we. are. assisting. development. of. your. national. system.. It. is. very. important. to. have.
national. mechanisms. of. accountability. at. all. levels. of. state. beginning. from. the.
Parliament. down. to. a. local. police. station. and. a. single. police. officer.. No. matter. if.
they. are. being. elected,. selected. or. chose. profession. by. themselves,. they. should..
be. accountable. for. and. to. the. people.. Their. activity. should. be. related. to. the. safety..
and.the.development.of.the.rule.of.law.and.safety.of.people..
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We.have.long.been.observing.a.decay.of.the.classical.concept.of.power..For.some.
time. it.has.been.assumed.that.we. live. in.the.period.of.post-modernity,.but.even.now.
this.situation.cannot.be.seen.as.classical.post-modernity,.and.moreover.as.modernity..
The.thing.is.that.if.we.look.at.the.processes.taking.place.in.Ukraine.and.in.the.world,.
they. best. of. all. meet. the. criteria. of. the. epoch. of. global. turbulence,. rethinking. of. all.
relations. of. power.. In. principle,. it. may. be. compared. to. the. end. of. the. 18th. century,.
when.the.contemporary.state.was.born,.and.society.clearly.structured.by.estates.and.
guilds. was. replaced. with. the. idea. of. a. bureaucratic. state,. the. idea. of. the. people. as..
a.mass.of.individuals.with.equal.rights.and.duties..

If.we. look. at. the. dynamic.of. power. and. listen. to. those.who. exercise. that. power,.
they.all. complain. that.despite. the.surface.gloss.of.power,. in. reality,. that.power.slips..
out. of. their. hands.. This. means. some. change. of. the. paradigm. of. the. world. order. in.
terms. of. security.. The. present-day. state. was. born. to. provide. security.. The. present-
day. state. is. a. state. that. controls. society.. The. bureaucratic. machinery. was. supposed.
to.make.that.society.transparent.for.decision-makers..For.that,.many.interesting.things.
were. introduced. that. have. become. routine,. such. as. passports,. surnames,. currency,.
uniform. units. of. measurement.. All. this. gives. certain. tools. of. control,. born. by. the.
present-day.state..
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The. apogee. of. the. present-day. state. was. presented. by. the. totalitarianism. of. the..
20th. century,. when. the. idea. of. control. of. society. was. at. its. highest. point.. Its. most.
showy. examples. were. communist. and. fascist. regimes.. However,. the. situation. is.
changing..The. fundamentals,.on.which. the.classic.order.after.World.War. II.was.built,.
on.which.the.present.UN.system.and.many.regional.organisations.were.based,.rested.
on.the.idea.of.a.national.state.and.the.bureaucratic.machinery..

Currently,.breath-taking.changes.take.place. in.several.key.domains..Firstly,. this. is.
the.effect.of.growth..The.population.of.our.planet. is.steadily.growing..Secondly,. this.
is.the.effect.of.mobility,.not.only.in.terms.of.physical.travel..It.also.involves.movement.
of. capital. and. information. and. emergence. of. the. possibility. to. generate. information,.
previously. not. available.. This. leads. to. the. following. effect,. which. I. would. term. the.
effect. of. stupidity.. We. become. more. stupid,. but. not. in. terms. of. the. IQ.. This. kind..
of. stupidity. results. from. the. fact. that. the. generated. volumes. of. information. far..
exceed.our.physical.ability.to.absorb.that.information..This,.in.turn,.leads.to.the.effect.
of.post-truth,.when.we,.affected.by.scores.of.information,.are.no.longer.guided.by.the.
common. sense. and. tend. to. rely. on. emotions.. This. psychological. effect. protects. our.
conscience.. Finally,. there. was. a. revolution. of. mentality,. caused. by. the. state. losing..
the.tools.of.control.of.the.population.that.becomes.ever.more.educated..

If.we.look.at.the.UN.statistics.of.the.population.literacy,.we.will.notice.substantial.
growth.of. literacy. in. the. recent.years..Today,.almost.80%.of. the.global.population. is.
literate,. while. 30. years. ago. this. indicator. was. close. to. 60%.. This. leads. to. inflation.
of. some. human. expectations,. since. people. who. have. access. to. information. and. can.
generate.such.information.start.to.cherish.expectations.that.previously.were.incredible..
Growing. access. to. information. and. abilities. of. its. comprehension. cause. inflated.
expectations.and,.as.a.result,.may.lead.to.radicalisation.of.some.elements.of.society..

Loss. of. the. government’s. monopoly. on. decision-making. leads. to. the. collapse. of.
the.traditional.decision-making.mechanisms..The.same.takes.place.in.the.international.
sector.. If.we.look.at.any.international.organisation,.we.will.see.that.all.of. them.are. in..
a.state.of.reformation,.essentially.meaning.the.state.of.a.crisis.of.their.identity,.a.crisis.
of. the.search.of. their.niche..This.signifies.a. transitional.period,.when. the.old.system.
of. the. world. order. undergoes. fundamental. change,. because. the. very. notions. and.
principles,. on. which. present-day. post-modernist. states. rest,. are. changing.. Society..
is. being. optimised,. which. reduces. the. toolset. of. governance. and. control,.weakening.
the.toolset.of.power..Power.means.the.ability.to.cause.actions,.or.to.prevent.them..

Classic. tools. of. power. may. be. divided. into. four. main. groups:. 1). coercion.
(monopoly. on. violence),. 2). tradition. (moral. standards. and. codes. of. conduct),..
3). ideology. (or. propaganda),. and. 4). reward. (in. any. form).. All. these. tools. are. now.
collapsing.. Therefore,. the.power.of. traditional. institutes.of. governance. is.weakening..
A.showy.example.of.this.trend.was.presented.by.the.events.of.2014.in.Ukraine,.when.
the.crises.of.the.institutes.of.governance.became.evident,.but.the.volunteer.movement.
gained.strength.

The. role. of. the. non-governmental. sector. in. state. policy. formulation. is. growing...
Of. course,. there. are. some. nuances. that. should. be. taken. into. account.. Now,. the.
majority. of. people. are. ready. to. unite. not. on. some. political. platform. but. around..
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a. concrete. simple. issue.. Some. powerful. non-governmental. organisations. (NGOs),.
pursuing. rather. correct. but. narrow. goals,. may. exert. negative. influence. on. the..
state. policy.. On. the. other. hand,. the. state. also. uses. them.. Now,. the. phenomenon. of.
QANGO (quasi non-governmental organisations). is.spreading..The.state.uses.them.to.
promote. certain. state. interests. and. even. not. quite. lawful. policies.. All. this. witnesses.
that. we. are. in. a. situation,. where. the. frames. of. references,. which. we. have. used,. are.
rapidly.changing..

The. above. directly. deals. with. the. problem. of. security.. We. take. part. in. a. war. of..
the. forth. generation. –. an. unconventional. war.. Aggression. gives. rise. to. the. main.
challenge. for. a. present-day. state. –. how. to. perform. its. basic. function. of. providing.
public.security..Ukraine.has.a.good.opportunity.to.become.a.model.of.the.response.to.
the.challenges.of.the.transitional.period,.the.response.to.the.challenges.of.the.collapse.
of. the. post-modern. state,. transformation. of. the. post-modern. state. into. something..
new.and.contemporary.
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Ladies.and.Gentlemen,.for.the.next.10.minutes.or.so.I.will.set.out.some.thoughts.
and.observations.regarding.your.Parliament.in.Ukraine.–.the.Verkhovna.Rada.–.before.
taking.any.questions.you.may.have.

The. basic. functions. of. a. Parliament. are. pretty. simple:. representation,. legislation.
and. oversight. of. the. executive. branch. of. government.. In. the. Verkhovna. Rada. (VR)..
the.Deputies.do.‘represent’.the.people.–.some.more.effectively.than.others.no.doubt..
The. VR. does. legislate. and. pass. laws. –. so. it. fulfils. this. second. function. as. well,.
although. the. quality. of. the. legislation. and. the. Parliamentary. Procedures. could. be.
improved.a.great.deal.

The. third. vital. role. of. a. Parliament. is. ‘oversight’. –. to. ensure. that. the. executive.
branch. of. government. uses. its. power. appropriately,. operates. within. the. law,. and.
governs. without. abusing. the. human. rights. of. the. people.. I. believe. that. the. VR. does.
not. fulfil. this. vital. oversight. function. effectively,. for. a. range. of. reasons. which. we..
will.examine.

So,.let’s.start.with.looking.at.the.positive.aspects.of.the.VR.
There. are. numerous. political. statements. announcing. and. supporting. the. reform.

agenda.. This. is. very. positive. but. we. also. need. to. see. ‘deeds. matching. the. words’..
The. is. now. a. vocal. group. of. ‘reform. minded. Deputies’. who. are. helping. to. drive. the.
reform.agenda.to.try.to.meet.NATO.and.EU.standards..But,.in.my.view,.there.are.still.far..
too.many.Deputies.content.with.the.status.quo.

SECURITY SECTOR GOVERNANCE  
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The. increased. level. of. communication. and. attempts. to. build. trust. between..
the. Verkhovna. Rada,. the. MOD. and. the. GS. (General. Staff). is. a. very. positive.
development..A.good.example.is.the.new.Lt.Col.Liaison.Officer.from.the.General.Staff.
attached.to.the.Deputy.Speaker,.Oksana.Syroid’s.office.in.the.VR.

There. is. increased. awareness. in. the. VR. that. its. oversight. function. is. weak,. and.
that.there.is.much.work.to.do.to. improve.this.situation.. If.people.ask.me.what.needs.
to. be. done. to. improve. the. effectiveness. and. performance. of. the. Verkhovna. Rada.
I. recommend. that. they. study. the. ‘Cox. Report’.2. Published. in. February. 2016,. this.
excellent. report,. including. 50. recommendations,. provides. a. road-map. for. improving.
and. reforming. the. VR. and. its. Parliamentary. procedures.. Unfortunately,. not. many..
of.these.reform.recommendations.have.yet.been.implemented.

Now.let.me.turn.to.some.observations.that.I.have.made.during.the.last.10.months..
The.first.seems.to.be.a.cultural.observation.–. the.culture. in.Ukraine.does.not.appear.
to. respect. the. symbolic. importance. of. its. Parliament.. The. VR. should. symbolise..
the. soul. and. sovereignty. of. the. Ukrainian. people.. Therefore,. it. should. be. treated..
with.great.respect.by.its.own.Deputies,.all.government.officials.and.all.the.people.

It. should. be. an. honour. for. Deputies. to. serve. the. people. as. their. representatives..
I.believe. that.Parliamentary.discipline.and.Parliamentary.Procedures.need.to. improve.
markedly.. The. Deputies. need. to. earn. the. respect. of. the. people,. and. be. worthy. of..
the. respect.. Many. issues. can. be. improve. easily. –. such. as. Deputies. attendance. at.
plenary.sessions..Too.often.there.are.not.enough.Deputies.in.the.plenary.session.to.get.
Parliament’s.business.through.

Another. observation. is. the. seeming. lack. of. ideological. principles. underpinning.
many. political. parties.. In. most. Parliaments. different. political. parties. sit. somewhere.
on. the. ideological. spectrum. –. from. Left,. Centre-Left,. Centre,. Centre-Right,. or. Right..
wing. parties.. In. the. VR. the. parties. seem. more. like. interest. groups. competing. for.
influence.and.position.

There. is. far. too.much.draft. legislation.brought. to. the.VR..Unfortunately,.much.of.
the.draft. legislation. is.poorly.conceived.and.drafted..New.methods.for.managing.this.
problem.are.required.

Currently,.I.believe.that.the.‘oversight’.function.of.holding.the.Executive.to.account.
is.comparatively.weak.compared.to.many.effective.Parliaments...

It.seems.that.‘conflicts.of.interest’.is.a.problem.in.the.VR..No.Deputy.with.personal.
or. close. family. ties. in. a. particular. business. area. should. sit. on. a. VR. Committee. that..
is. responsible. for. that. business. area,. whether. it. is. pharmaceuticals,. transport,..
defence.etc..

Some. committees. are. not. provided. with. nearly. enough. detail. to. perform. their.
oversight. function. effectively.. This. is. partly. the. fault. of. the. Executive. branch. not.
providing. the. necessary. information. in. a. timely. fashion,. but. it. is. also. a. problem.

2
. Report. and. Roadmap. on. Internal. Reform. and. Capacity-Building. for. the. Verkhovna. Rada. of. Ukraine,..

European. Parliament’s. Needs. Assessment. Mission. to. the. Verkhovna. Rada. of. Ukraine. led. by. Pat. Cox,..
September.2015.-.February.2016..–.www.europarl.europa.eu/resources/library/media/20160229RES16408/20160
229RES16408.pdf.
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associated. with. the. legal. immunity. of. Deputies.. For. instance,. it. is. understandable..
that. Ministries. dealing. with. classified. information. are. reluctant. to. release. this.
information. to. committees. if. there. can. be. no. legal. sanction. for. a. Deputy. misusing..
or. leaking. the. classified. information.. The. Deputies. blanket. legal. immunity. is. a.
problem. and. holds. back. significant. reform.. Legal. immunity. can. attract. people. to.
become.Deputies.for.the.wrong.reasons,.and.no.citizen,.especially.a.representative.of..
the. people,. should. be. ‘above. the. law’. –. all. citizens. should. be. treated. equally. before..
the.law.

If. the. oversight. function. is. important,. what. do. Parliamentary. Committees. need..
to.be.effective?.They.must.have.the.appropriate.powers.to:

•..Call. officials. and. Ministers. to. discuss. issues. that. are. of. interest. or. concern..
to. the.committee.(but. this.power.must.be.used.sparingly.and.must.not.be.used.
for.political.point.scoring).

•..Call.for.relevant.papers,.budget.proposals.and.departmental.accounts.(to.ensure.
public.money.is.being.spent.appropriately).

•..Ensure.they.have.the.time.to.examine.information.and.evidence.effectively.
•..Publicise. their. findings,. conclusion. and. views. so. that. they. are. not. only. holding..

the.Executive.to.account,.but.are.also.seen.to.be.holding.the.Executive.to.account.
Focusing. on. the. Security. and. Defence. Sectors,. these. are. the. areas. or. topics. of.

interest.for.relevant.oversight.committees.in.most.Parliaments:.
•..General. Powers. (the. right. to. initiate. or. amend. Laws,. raise. questions,..

summon.members.of.executive.or.their.staff.to.testify,.summon.members.of.civil.
society,. obtain. information. required. from. the. executive,. carry. out.Parliamentary.
Inquiries.and.hold.Public.Hearings).

•..Budget. Control. (the. right. to. allocate. or. amend. security. and. defence. budget..
funds.down.to.programmes/projects,.even.line.items).

•..Operations. of. both. the. security. and. defence. forces. (the. right. to. approve..
sending. troops. abroad,. duration,. extra. budget,. Command. and. Control.
arrangements,.etc)

•..Defence.Procurement. (ensure. that. the.contracting.process. is. clear,. transparent,.
and.not.corrupt).

•..Security.Policy.and.Plans. (the. right. to.approve/disapprove. the.National.Security.
Strategy,.defence.concepts,.and.force.structures).

•..Military. Personnel. (numbers,. pay. and. allowances,. pensions,. conditions. of..
service,.etc.).

The. Oversight. function. of. a. Parliament. is. vital. as. a. check. on. the. power. of. the.
Executive,. because. it. is. generally. the. Executive. branch. of. government. that. wields..
the. State’s. power.. It. was. a. British. aristocrat,. Lord. John. Acton,. who. observed. that.
‘power.tends.to.corrupt,.and.absolute.power.corrupts.absolutely’.

The. separation. of. powers. between. the. Executive. Branch. (the. government),..
the. Parliament,. and. the. judiciary. (or. legal. system). is. vital. to. a. healthy. democracy. –..
this. principle. dates. right. back. to. the. earliest. Greek. democratic. city-states. and. is..
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key. to. the. writings. of. political. philosophers. such. as. Aristotle. and. Plato.. In. Ukraine.
there. is.a.need. to.rebalance. the.separation.of.powers,.and.a.demanding.requirement.
to. reform. the. broken. and. corrupt. judicial. system.. An. effective. Rule. of. Law. is. a. vital.
component.of.a.successful.democracy.

In. my. view. integrity (the. quality. of. being. honest. and. having. strong. moral..
principles,. doing. the. right. thing. even. when. no. one. else. is. watching,. or. will. know.
whether.you.did.the.right.thing.or.not).and honour.(the.quality.of.knowing.and.doing.
what. is. morally. right). are. the. two. most. effective. virtues. for. dealing. with. corruption..
I. always. like. this.phrase. that. “integrity.and.honour.are.virtues. that.a.man.or.woman.
can. only. bestow. upon. themselves.. No-one. else. can. give. you. these. gifts,. or. take..
them. away”.. Integrity. and. honour. are. probably. the. most. effective. values. or. virtues..
in. the. fight. against. corruption.. If. all. Ukrainian. government. officials,. Deputies. and.
judges/prosecutors.operated.with.professional.and.personal.integrity.and.honour.then.
most. of. Ukraine’s. internal. problems. would. be. resolved. quickly.. Therefore,. building.
integrity.in.Ukraine’s.institutions.is.vitally.important.work.

To. finish. this. presentation. I. would. like. to. highlight. what. I. believe. to. be. the.
qualities. of. good. Parliamentarians. and. Parliaments.. These. inter-connected. qualities.
can. be. broken. down. into. Moral,. Conceptual. and. Physical. components.. Moral. –. a.
sense. of. duty,. a. sense. of. public. service,. integrity,. a. strong. ethical. foundation,. the.
avoidance.of.conflicts.of.interest,.and.professional.commitment..Conceptual.–.holding..
a. political. philosophy. (a. vision),. understanding. their. constitutional. role,. respecting.
the. institution. of. Parliament,. and. understanding. their. role. as. representatives. of..
the. people.. Physical. –. effective. parliamentary. organisation. and. procedures;..
a. trusted. and. transparent. election. process;. a. Parliament. well. supported. by..
a.professional.and.effective.Civil.Service.(Secretariat).
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Despite. the. fact. that. the. international. relations. and. international. assistance. is..
not. my. main. field,. I. thought. it. would. be. really. helpful. from. myself. and. for. myself..
to. do. some. analysis. of. the. international. assistance. and. the. role. of. partnership. for.
Ukraine.. Preparing. for. the. presentation. I. managed. to. structure. the. international.
community. and. the. relations. of. the. international. support. to. the. Ukrainian. reform.
sector..I.would.like.to.offer.some.of.my.observations..

First,.we.have.two.main.directions.of.partnership,.which.are.direct.and.indirect..The.
direct.one.is.a.straight.involvement.in.the.defence.and.security.sector.agencies,.where.
the. international. partners. go. directly. to. this. sector,. to. the. agencies. with. a. different.
kind.of.assistance.. Indirect.approach. is. the.assistance.provided. to.non-governmental.
organizations. like. Razumkov. Centre,. which. carry. their. mission. of. an. independent.
oversight.over.security.and.defence.sector.agencies..

Coming. down. to. a. level. of. interagency. relations. and. governmental. –..
non-governmental. partnership,. we. also. see. several. different. areas.. For. example,..
on. the.governmental. level.we.have.bilateral. relations,.some.parts.of.which.are.open,.
other. parts. are. classified.. We. have. also. the. assistance. on. the. multilateral. basis..
like. NATO. assistance,. OSCE. projects. and. the. assistance. provided. by. groups. of.
countries,.which.prefer.multilateral.joint.groups.to.separate.bilateral.assistance..

At. the. same. time. this. is. absolutely. non-governmental. format. on. the. level. of..
private. citizens. and. commercial. structures,. which. is. also. might. be. considered. as.
an. internal. or. international. assistance.. There. are. significant. donations. provided. by..
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private. citizens,. by. the. so-called. oligarchs. in. a. form. of. equipment,. and. support. for.
education.and.training..Sometimes.people.do.not.fully.appreciate.how.substantial.this.
assistance. is..We.managed. to.attract.private. investments.and. invite.many.specialists.
who.devoted.themselves.to.real.projects,.very.important.projects.for.national.security..
For. example. one. of. the. projects. conducted. in. Ukraine. by. the. RAND. Corporation..
was.paid.by.private.citizens..

We. can. also. grade. partner. countries. by. the. level. of. support. provided. for..
Ukraine’s. security. sector. reform.. There. are. some. leading. countries,. first. of. all,. the.
United. States,. the. United. Kingdom,. Canada,. Baltic. States,. Norway,. Poland,. and. The.
Netherlands.. There. many. other. countries. like. Romania. and. Bulgaria,. which. are. not.
as.visible.in.bilateral.relations,.but.at.the.same.time.are.also.participating.in.Ukraine’s.
defence. and. security. reform. processes. through. different. international. organisations.
and. joint. groups.. They. are. investing,. for. example,. through. the. NATO-Ukraine. trust.
funds..

What. are. the. main. areas. of. the. partnership. with. Ukraine. and. the. international.
assistance. to. national. security. and. defence?. First. of. all,. this. is. the. area. of. training.
and. education.. It. is. not. only. the. field. training,. but. also. the. training. and. education..
for.officers.in.forms.of.short.seminars.and.extensive.courses..There.are.also.education.
programmes. and. training. courses. for. Ukrainian. politicians. and. civil. servants,. which.
are. extremely. useful,. because. this. is. the. way. to. develop. a. security. community. of..
new. people,. educated. and. trained. people,. and. to. secure. a. continuation. of. the..
reforming. processes.. The. “train. the. trainers”. concept. should. be. mentioned. as. one..
of.the.main.achievements..

There. are. some. problems. in. this. area. as. well.. We. understand. that. those. who.
are. receiving. education. abroad. are. not. always. welcome. back. in. Ukraine. because.
we. still. have. an. environment. of. old. structures,. old. commanders,. and. old. type. of.
mentality,. where. the. newcomers. are. not. welcomed.. Such. a. situation. creates. some.
kind. of. misunderstanding. with. Ukraine’s. international. partners.. Ukraine. is. sending..
so. many. officers. and. civilians. for. education. abroad. and. when. they. come. back. with..
new. knowledge. about. rules,. roles. and. responsibilities,. they. are. getting. back. into..
the.same.old.fashioned.Ministry.of.Defence.or.General.Staff..

Take. for. example. of. the. English. language. training. courses.. A. lot. of. money. has.
been.spent.by.NATO,.the.US,.and.the.UK.to.teach.Ukrainian.security.forces’.personnel..
Significant.investments.were.made.by.the.foreign.partners.to.create.English.language.
classrooms. and. train. teachers.. But. we. do. not. see. a. proper. interest. for. learning..
English. language. among. commanders.. They. are. not. willing. to. spend. time. to. obtain.
sufficient. level. in. English. because. there. is. no. such. a. requirement. in. the. military. for.
being.promoted..

Then.we.have.the.capacity-building.area,.which.is.also.aimed.for.the.improvement.
of. the. institutions. here.. You. know. very. well. why. and. how. important. the. institutional.
building. is.. I,.myself,. think. that. the. institutional.building. is.of.primary. importance. for.
Ukraine.today..The.international.advisory.boards.have.been.really.helpful. in.this.area...
I.think,.an.international.advisory.is.really.working.here..However,.I.assume.the.advisors.
themselves.may.have.different.opinions.
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I. was. one. of. those. who. participated. in. setting. up. the. Defence. Reform. Advisory.
Board.. I. believe. this.Board.provides.not.only.high.quality. advice.and.support. for. the.
reform.processes,.but.also.educates.the.MOD.top.level.and.communicates.the.reform.
needs.from.Ukraine.to.the.international.partners..This.is.a.separate.and.very.important.
task.to.communicate.reform.needs.and.achievements.to.the.international.community..

Another. important. area. is. related. to. equipment. (armament,. clothes,. special. gear..
for.the.soldiers.etc.)..We.know.very.well.about.political.factors.and.constraints.in.this.
area. and. I. should. admit. that. we. are. lacking. information. about. military-to-military. or.
military-technical.cooperation..It.is.really.a.dark.field.for.us.and.it.is.worth.to.mention.
here.

To. conclude,. I. would. like. to. stress. that. we. strongly. appreciate. the. role. of.
international. community. in. assisting. the. reform. processes.. The. main. advice. from..
my.side.to.them.would.be.–.please,.keep.doing.that..What. is.needed.is.a.single.plan..
to. streamline. the. processes.. All. bilateral. and. multilateral. relations. shell. be. based.
on. one. single. strategic. plan,. where. everyone. could. find. its. role,. direction. and.
responsibilities.in.assisting.the.reform.processes.in.Ukraine..What.I.also.needed.is.to.
identify.the.lead.country.in.each.major.area..Without.a.leader.everyone.will.be.pulling.
the.horse. to. its. side..We.may.achieve.some.progress.anyway,.but.not.as. fast. as.we.
hope.. This. advice. is. from. my. previous. experience. with. defence. and. security. sector.
reform. in. Georgia.. There. we. had. the. US. as. a. leading. country. and. they. managed. to.
lead.and.unite.all.other.nations,.to.identify.the.areas.and.the.zones.of.responsibilities..
Georgia.had.a.common.plan.in.which.we.managed.to.give.every.player.its.own.unique.
role..This.is.one.of.the.main.advises.to.streamline.the.processes..The.second.and.really.
important.reason.of.having.such.a.plan.is.to.provide.a.clear.vision.of.future.outcome..
Like. in. a. business. project,. any. potential. investor. wants. to. know. what. the. outcome.
might.be.expected.from.his.investment..

We. have. achieved. already. the. first. stage. of. relationship. with. the. international.
community. by. accepting. assistance. in. training,. education. and,. equipment. and. so.
on..But. the. next. level.which. is.much.more. important. is. the. sustaining.of. everything..
what. you. are. provided. with.. The. sustainment. is. founded. on. a. proper. basement,..
I. would. say.. Any. architect. –. my. first. education. is. in. architecture. –knows. that. it. is..
very.risky.to.build.anything.without.a.well-developed.plan.and.that.any.building.should.
be. constructed.on.a. solid.base..So. if.we. investing.here.we.should. know.what.plans..
are.to.make.our.efforts.sustainable.
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Since.everything. that. takes.place. in. the.security.sector,. including. its. reformation,.
is.described.here.in.two.terms.–.treason.and.victory.–.in.their.dialectic.unity,.I.will.first.
say.a.little.about.“treason”,.and.then.–.about.victories..

NSDC. and. Parliament. have. recently. approved. two. really. important. documents. –..
the.Strategy.of.Cyber.Security.and.the.Law.of.Ukraine.“On.Fundamentals.of.Provision.
of. Cyber. Security. of. Ukraine”.. Drafting. of. those. documents. began. as. far. back. as..
2010,. and. since. then,. four. versions. of. the. Strategy. and. 5. or. 6. versions. of. the. Law.
on.cyber. security.have.been.prepared..However,. those.documents.were.not. adopted.
on. time,. although. the. expert. community. repeatedly. warned. about. the. global. trends,.
threats,. and. developments.. The. Administration. of. then. President. of. Ukraine. several.
times. simply. turned. down. the. proposed. drafts. of. the. Strategy,. although. the. life.
itself. showed. us. the. urgency. of. the. threats. originating. from. the. cyber. space.. There.
might.have.been.some.malicious. intent. in.the.absence.of.support. for.such. important.
documents..The.adopted.Strategy.meets.the.best.world.standards,.but.if.we.had.got.it.
in.2010-2011,.we.would.have.been.among.the.leading.countries.today...

Since.the.beginning.of.the.hybrid.aggression.of.the.Russian.Federation.against.our.
state. there.were.at. least. four.strong.waves.of.cyber.attacks..First,. there.was.a. failed.
attempt. of. interference. in. the. 2014. elections.. I. believe,. the. bodies. that. took. part. in.
neutralisation.of.that.deserve.the.highest.appraisal...

Speaking. of. subsequent. strong. cyber. attacks,. we. should. mention. an. attack. on..
the. energy. sector,. when. several. oblenergos. suffered. cyber. attacks.. Then,. in. winter,.

CYBER SECURITY: MODERN CHALLENGES 
NEED FORWARD-LOOKING RESPONSES

Valentyn PETROV, Head of Information 
Security Service, NSDC Apparatus
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power. supply. in. the. Western. regions. of. Ukraine. was. cut. for. a. few. hours,. which..
could. lead. to. a. humanitarian. disaster.. Noteworthy,. at. least. six. months. before. that,.
SSU.and. the.State.Service.of.Special.Communications.and. Information.Protection.of.
Ukraine.warned.network.owners.that.cyber.attacks.on.their.systems.could.be.triggered.
at. any. time.. Unfortunately,. then. legislation. did. not. allow. us. to. take. other. measures..
to.influence.private.operators,.since.they.stayed.beyond.state.control..

Spice. is. added. to. this. case. by. the. fact. that. even. now,. great. many. industrial. and.
power.engineering.enterprises.are.directly.or.indirectly.controlled.by.Russian.financial-
industrial. groups,. which. immediately. affects. the. protection. of. our. resources. and.
systems..

The. notion. of. cyber. security. is. much. wider. than. protection. of. information. in..
a. system.. It. covers. protection. of. rights. and. freedoms. of. a. human,. society. and. the..
state. from. any. real. or. potential. threats. originating. from. the. cyber. space.. This. is. an.
issue.of. the.activity.of. state.bodies,. an. issue.of. formulation.state.policy,. an. issue.of.
economic. security,. an. issue. of. financial. security. and. so. on.. We. view. the. problem.
of. protection. of. the. system’s. functioning. as. a. whole,. considering. the. system. with..
all.factors.that.can.affect.its.stability..

What. has. been. done. for. reformation. of. this. system?. The. Strategy. of. Cyber.
Security3. has. been. approved,. providing. a. mechanism. of. interaction. for. the. national.
cyber. security. system.. That. is,. all. actors. of. the. security. and. defence. sector.
mentioned.in.the.Strategy.have.relevant.functions.and.tasks,.providing.cyber.security...
A. coordinating. body. has. been. set. up. at. NSDC. –. the. National. Coordination. Centre.
of. Cyber. Security,. led. by. the. NSDC. Secretary,. while. its. secretary. is. the. head. of. the.
concerned. structural. units. of. the. NSDC. staff.. This. interagency. body. includes. heads.
or. deputy. heads. of. the. State. Service. of. Special. Communications. and. Information.
Protection,. the.National.Police,.SSU,.all. intelligence.services,. as.well. as. the.National.
Bank. of. Ukraine,. since. NBU. has. rather. a. specific. function. of. setting. technical.
regulations.and.standards.for.the.bank.sector,.being.a.priority.target.for.cyber.attacks.
and.various.unlawful.acts..

In.pursuance.of.the.Strategy,.the.Cabinet.of.Ministers.of.Ukraine.every.year.adopts.
a.plan.of.measures.at. the.Strategy. implementation.. It. can.be.said. that. the.system. is.
built.and.works..If.we.take,.for.instance,.Petya А.virus,.it.was.not.pure.crime,.because.
the.culprits.were.to.get.some.10.thousand.dollars,.which.is.not.worth.the.job.. It.was.
prepared. for. at. least. six. month. and. cost. much. higher.. Not. every. criminal. grouping.
can.afford. it..A.state.may.stand.behind. it..But. if.we. look.at. the.results.of. that.attack,.
that.virus.did.little.harm.to.state.structures,.not.affecting.the.stability.of.their.systems..
Following. the. attack,. it. can. be. said. that. the. state. performed. very. well.. In. addition,.
there. is. also. man. and. society.. The. Law. “On. Fundamentals. of. Cyber. Security. of.
Ukraine”.gives.us.the.basis.for.measures.at.cyber.defence.of.the.critical.infrastructure..
and.private.economic.assets.

The.National.Coordination.Centre.of.Cyber.Security.was.set.up.with.a.view.of.cyber.
threat.assessment,.dependent.on.the.security.situation.and.real. threats,.with.account.

3
. Strategy.of.Cyber.Security.of.Ukraine,.approved.by.the.President.of.Ukraine.Decree.dated.15.March,.2016,.No..

96..–.http://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/96/2016.
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of. intelligence. information,. to. realise. global. developments. and. trends.. The. Centre..
is.authorised.to.exercise.political.leadership.of.the.cyber.security.system,.to.determine.
its.tasks.and.priority.response.measures..It.has.sufficient.weight,.authority.and.powers.
of.NSDC.to.manage.the.entire.system..

Unfortunately,. the. system.of. state. governance. in. the. security. and.defence. sector.
works. tardily.. We. react. to. any. threat,. looking. into. the. law.. On. the. one. hand,. this. is.
good,. but. on. the. other. –. sometimes. we. cannot. respond. to. threats,. because. they.
are. simply.not. specified. in. the. law..The.Law. “On.Fundamentals.of.Cyber.Security.of.
Ukraine”.was.adopted.on. the.5th.of.October,.2017..This. is.good,. the.system.of.cyber.
protection. got. a. legislative. framework. specifying. its. powers.. The. Law. creates. a. new.
environment. for. cyber. security. actors.. There. is. a. firm. plan. of. measures. through..
2020,. and. we. are. gradually. moving. towards. creation. of. a. really. efficient. system. of.
protection.from.cyber.threats..
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Speaking.about. fighting.propaganda,.counterpropaganda.and. information.security.
in. the. post-truth. world,. we. face. the. problem. of. extreme. difficulty. of. distinguishing.
between. real. facts. and. the. results. of. activity. of. mass. media,. fake. experts,. special.
services.of.the.enemy.country..

In. accordance. with. the. Regulations. of. the. Ministry. of. Information. Policy. of..
Ukraine.(MIP),4.the.main.tasks.of.our.Ministry.include:.

•  formulation. and. implementation. of. the. state. policy. in. the. fields. of. Ukraine’s.
information. sovereignty. and. information. security,. including. dissemination. of.
socially.important.information.in.Ukraine.and.beyond.its.borders;

•  formulation. and. implementation. of. the. state. policy. in. the. field. of. state.
international.broadcasting;

•  support.for.creation.of.a.state.system.of.strategic.communication.in.Ukraine;
•  support. for. implementation. of. reforms. in. mass. media. for. dissemination. of.

socially.important.information.
Priority. tasks. include. the. development. of. strategic. communication.. We. should..

in. the. first. place. mention. concerted. efforts. of. all. bodies. of. power:. the. Office. of.
European. and. Euro-Atlantic. Integration. of. the. Cabinet. of. Ministers’. Secretariat,. the.
Ministry. of. Foreign. Affairs,. the. Ministry. of. Defence,. the. General. Staff,. the. State.
Service. of. Special. Communications. and. Information. Protection.. Quite. a. few. political.
documents.and.algorithms.of.work.have.been.developed.and.will.be. implemented. in.
Ukraine. in. the. near. future.. One. example. is. presented. by. the. activity. of. the. Strategic.
Communication. Centre. at. the. Ivan. Cherniakhovsky. National. Defence. University. of.
Ukraine,.providing.relevant.trainings.for.state.servants.from.different.bodies.of.power.
in. strategic. communication. and. public. diplomacy.. This. contributes. to. more. efficient.

INFORMATION SECURITY

Artem BIDENKO, State Secretary,  
Ministry of Information Policy of Ukraine

4
. Approved.by.the.Cabinet.of.Ministers.of.Ukraine.Resolution.dated.14.January.2015.No..2..–.http://zakon2.rada.

gov.ua/laws/show/en/2-2015-%D0%BF.
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use.of.limited.resources.and.helps.avoid.functional.overlapping..Our.task.is.to.control.
and. coordinate,. for. the. policy. to. be. efficient,. decisions. –. prompt. and. involving. all.
concerned.bodies.of.power..

We. also. coordinate. our. activity. with. special. services. and. uniformed. agencies.
in. identification.of. sources.of. untrue. information,. to. be. able. to. reasonably. state. that.
one.or.another.piece.of.news.is. indeed.fake,.and.the.experts.or. the.mass.media.that.
spread.it.should.not.be.trusted..This.helps.identify.agents.of.influence.on.the.Ukrainian..
and.international.media.space.–.agents.that.do.harm.to.Ukraine’s.sovereignty..

Another.important.aspect.of.agenda-setting.efforts.is.presented.by.implementation.
of. reforms. in. the. government. communication. system.. “One. Voice”. project. is. being.
implemented. jointly. with. the. Cabinet. of. Ministers. of. Ukraine. Secretariat,. involving.
British. experts.. This. project. is. in. the. final. stage,. and. soon. we. will. see. a. single.
governmental. portal. and. updated. portals. of. different. agencies.. The. reform. of. the.
governmental.communication.system.will.result.in.continuous.coordination.of.actions.
for. implementation. of. the. agenda. approved. by. the. Cabinet. of. Ministers. for. the. year.
ahead,.that.sets.the.key.goals.and.tasks..

Our.priority.is.not.just.counterpropaganda.(identification.of.untrue.and.presentation.
of. true. information). –. it. mainly. involves. support. for. public. projects. and. networking.
activities.. We. pay. priority. attention. to. the. development. of. institutional. capabilities..
of.civil.society..

One. of. the. first. civic. initiatives. supported. by. the. newly-established. Ministry. was.
the. Ukrainian. Information. Army. project. (http://i-army.org/).. Now,. that. project. is.
independent,.and.MIP.support.is.reduced.to.granting.its.logo..

Setting. the. agenda. in. the. media. is. no. less. important.. With. this. purpose,. MIP.
runs.PR.campaigns. to.promote.key.global. issues. that. are.of. interest. for. society. and.
important.for.implementation.of.the.state.information.policy..Today.we.are.introducing.
the. practice. of. assistance. to. different. agencies. (the. Ministry. of. Justice,. the. Ministry.
of. Internal.Affairs,. the.Ministry.of.Defence).with. implementation.of.PR.campaigns. in.
support.for.the.army,.implementation.of.the.reform.of.online.services,.implementation.
of.media.reforms,.etc..

In. this. context. one. can. mention. the. development. of. communication. channels.
presenting. the. position. of. the. Government,. informing. of. new. public. services.. This.
includes,. in. particular,. newspapers. for. the. АТО. area. carrying. information. about.
available. services,. including. for. the. people. living. on. the. occupied. territories.. When.
they.cross.the.demarcation.line,.they.get.the.required.information.about.services.they.
can.get.on.the.Ukrainian.side..Therefore,.working.with.those.people,.we.also.discharge..
a. task. important. for. future. return. of. the. uncontrolled. territories.. Of. course,. we..
cannot. omit. the. need. of. distribution. of. mass. publications. –. booklets,. books. telling.
about.the.history.of.Ukraine.and.the.Government’s.plans.for.the.near.future..

In. the. end,. I. would. like. to. stress. that. we. are. actually. completing. the. period. of.
maturity. and. confidently. moving. towards. planned. implementation. of. a. common.
agenda.. As. soon. as. the. next. year. we. will. be. able. to. speak. about. more. systemic.
activities.and.quote.better.indicators.
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I. would. like. to. touch. two. blocks. of. issues,. namely. –. to. briefly. inform. you. about.
the. progress. of. the. defence. reform,. underway. for. eighteen. months. now,. and. about.
the. progress. that. has. been. achieved. in. introduction. of. advanced. defence. planning.
methods..

As. you. know,. in. 2016,. a. set. of. strategic. defence. planning. documents. were.
approved,. and. on. the. basis. of. the. Strategic. Defence. Bulletin,. implementation. of.
practical. measures. intended. to. fundamentally. qualitatively. change. the. state. defence.
capabilities. was. started.. Development. of. the. relevant. capabilities. of. the. defence.
forces.will.guarantee.performance.of.their.constitutional.tasks.and.meet.NATO.military.
criteria..The.scope.and.dynamic.of.that.reform.are.unprecedented...

The.main.strategic.lines.are.determined.by.the.five.goals.detailed.in.28.operational.
targets.. For. their. achievement,. 379. comprehensive. measures. must. be. implemented..
by. 2020.. To. attain. those. objectives,. the. Ministry. of. Defence. worked. out. a. relevant..
Plan.of.Action.at.implementation.of.the.defence.reform.(Roadmap.of.Defence.Reform),.
there. is. a. collective. body. led. by. the. Defence. Minister. –. the. Reform. Committee,.
including. representatives. of. all. elements. of. the. security. and. defence. sector. dealing.
with. defence. reform. issues,. as. well. as. international. partners. and. civil. society.
representatives..The.Programme.of.Development.of. the.Armed.Forces. through.2020,.
regimenting.all. issues.of. the.Armed.Forces.development. in. the.middle. run,.has.been.
developed.and.put.into.effect...

UKRAINIAN EXPERIENCE:  
DEFENCE CAPABILITIES

Anatoliy PETRENKO, Director of  
Department for Military Policy,  
Strategic Planning and International 
Cooperation, MOD of Ukraine
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What. has. been. done. over. the. past. 18. months?. First. of. all. I. would. like. to. draw..
your. attention. to. the. great. job. of. legislative. changes.. In. that. period,. more. than..
50. legislative. and. regulatory-legal. documents. of. different. levels. were. adopted.. The.
structure.and.composition.of. the.Armed.Forces.of.Ukraine.are.qualitatively.changing..
This. refers. to. both. the. command. and. control. system. and. to. those. who. actually.
possess. those. capabilities. –. small. and. large. military. units.. New. service. arms. are.
rapidly. developing:. Special. Operations. Forces,. High. Mobility. Assault. Forces.. New.
command. and. control. bodies. responsible. for. different. military. issues. have. been.
formed..Strategic.restructuring.takes.place.in.the.Ministry.of.Defence.and.the.General.
Staff..The.Defence.Ministry.totally.changed.in.2016..Not.only.its.structure.and.strength.
have.changed.but.also.the.distribution.of.powers.and.responsibilities.among.different.
departments,. which. increased. the. promptness. and. quality. of. their. performance.
manifold.. Nearly. a. third. of. the. General. Staff. structures. have. undergone. organisa-.
tional. changes. and. now. operate. on. the. same. principles. as. typical. structures. of.
headquarters.in.NATO.member.states..By.and.large,.the.Armed.Forces.conducted.more.
than.2.5.thousand.organisational.events.last.year..

Issues. of. territorial. defence,. restoration. of. initial. capabilities. of. the. Ukrainian..
Navy. and. a. large. block. of. objectives. of. professionalism. and. human. resources.
management,.including.formation.of.the.military.reserve,.are.being.resolved..The.social.
aspect. is.highly. important. in. this. respect,.presuming.greater.motivation.of.personnel.
for.military.service.and.social.protection.of.servicemen.and.their.family.members..

International. assistance. is. actively. used. to. implement. reforms.. The. Defence.
Ministry.and.the.General.Staff.now.employ.more.than.60.foreign.advisers.. If.we. look..

Main purpose and strategic goals
of the defence reform

united command and control of defence forces in line with principles and
standards accepted by NATO member states1

efficient policy, planning and resource management systems in the defence sector,
employing advanced Euro-Atlantic approaches2

united logistic and medical support systems capable of supporting all
components of defence forces4

professionalism of defence forces and creation of the required military reserve5

operational (fighting, special) capabilities of defence forces necessary
to repulse armed aggression, defend the state, maintain peace and
international security

3

MAIN GOAL –
to gain the required level of the Armed Forces’

combat readiness and ability to fulfil national defence tasks,
and to raise operational interoperability with NATO forces.

Strategic goals of the defence reform:
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at. all. functionalities,. there. is. actually. no. domain. where. foreign. advisers. are. not.
involved. or. joint. projects. are. not. implemented. with. assistance. of. our. international.
partners.. A. strategic-level. committee. of. advisers. was. set. up. and. operates. at. the.
Defence.Ministry..It.is.made.up.of.6.top.officials.who.work.with.the.Defence.Minister,.
assisting.him.in.preparation.of.the.most.critical.strategic.decisions..

In. addition. to. the. mentioned. strategic. and. operational. goals,. the. Defence..
Minister. specified. five. strategic. blocks. of. objectives. this. year,. pervading. all. defence.
reforms.

The. first. strategic. block. of. objectives. concerns. people.. We. understand. that.
creation. and. development. of. professional. high-quality. human. resources. alone. will.
let. us. move. forward. the. most. important. and. complex. projects.. The. second. block.
covers.efficient.and.well-balanced.use.of.resources...The.third.block.of.issues.covers.
military.objectives,.attained.by.us. in.pursuance.of. the.political.decision.of.Ukraine. to.
join. the. North. Atlantic. Alliance.. All. issues. of. the. defence. reform. are. technically. and.
doctrinally. checked. for. compliance. with. the. Alliance’s. requirements. and. standards..
Fourth. –. military. infrastructure.. Troops. were. redeployed. en. masse. to. the. left. bank..
of. the. Dnieper,. new. military. units. and. institutions. were. formed. and. are. developing..
All.this.requires.infrastructure:.military.bases.and.garrisons,.equipment.of.operational.
areas,.creation.of. logistic.systems..This.is.a.big.block.of.tasks.that.require.long-term.
capital. investments.. The. fifth. block. concerns. development. of. the. defence. industry.
and.soonest,.under.the.actual.economic.conditions,.rearmament.of.the.Armed.Forces..
with.advanced.or.deeply.upgraded.systems.of.military.equipment...

Regarding. resources:. the. Defence. Ministry. budget. in. 2016. amounts. to. UAH. 69..
billion,.which.is.UAH.13.billion.higher.than.the.budget.of.the.previous.year..Adoption.
of. triennial. budget. planning. by. the. Ministry. of. Defence. was. a. serious. shift. in. our.
budgeting. processes.. This. makes. the. use. of. resources. predictable,. to. achieve.
objectives.associated.with.development.of.capabilities.that.require.much.time..

The. budget. of. the. next. year,. exceeding. UAH. 80. billion,. will. make. it. possible. to.
implement. ambitious. military. projects,. to. qualitatively. change. the. parameters. of.
capabilities.of. forces.and.to.achieve.substantial.process,.where. it. is.critically.needed..
Much.funds.will.be.spent.on.arms.and.military.equipment..

Implementation. of. the. first. block. of. issues,. concerning. personnel,. requires.
significant. capital. investments.. The. Armed. Forces. are. rapidly. moving. towards.
professionalism.. Last. year,. 70. thousand. contracts. were. signed,. this. year. –..
28. thousand,. the. combat-ready. reserve. numbers. 130. thousand. persons. now...
Behind. those. figures. are. men. in. uniform. who. need. all-round. training. and. support,.
including.social..

In. this. context,. the. Cabinet. of. Ministers. of. Ukraine. on. 30.08.2017. adopted.
Resolution. No.704. “On. Money. Allowances. of. Military. Servicemen. and. Some.
Other. Persons”. that. fundamentally. changed. the. system. of. money. allowances..
This. decision. liquidated. temporary. bonuses. and. surcharges,. the. money. allowance..
of. every. military. servant. will. consist. of. basic. forms. of. pay. that. will. influence. later..
social.allowances.and.pensions..
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A. lot. of. attention. is. paid. to. infrastructure. issues.. We. have. to. work. in. three..
domains. at. a. time:. to. resolve. the. problem. of. homeless. military. servants. and. create.
proper. living. conditions. for. their. families;. to. build. and. develop. military. bases;..
to.maintain.the.existing.stock..

Now,. briefly. –. about. democratic. civilian. control. issues.. In. 2016,. the. institute. of..
the. state. secretary. was. introduced. in. the. Defence. Ministry.. All. questions. of. the..
defence.reform.are.utmost.open.our.international.partners.and.civil.society..We.publish.
ever. more. unclassified. materials.. The. White. Paper. is. released. annually,. covering. all.
aspects.of.the.Armed.Forces.activity.and.the.progress.of.the.defence.reform.during.t.
he.year..

Concerning.defence.planning..One.key.elements.of.the.defence.reform.is.presented.
by. the. transition. to. a. new. system. of. defence. planning,. based. on. capabilities.. The.
main.task.is.to.introduce.the.best.practices,.now.used.in.NATO.member.states,.and.to..
adopt. the. concept. of. defence. forces’. development. in. accordance. with. the. principle.
“efficiency. versus. numbers”.. This. is. critically. important. for. utmost. efficient. and.
optimal. use.of. the. resources. allocated. to. state. defence.needs,. as.well. as. assistance.
of. our. international. partners.. Introduction. of. programme. management. of. all. defence.
resources.enables.functional.integration.of.budgeting.and.defence.planning.processes..
The. end. goal. of. this. process. is. to. create,. under. predictable. economic. conditions,.
integrated. capabilities. of. defence. forces. sufficient. for. guaranteed. performance. of..
the.set.tasks,.vested.in.the.Armed.Forces.in.accordance.with.the.Constitution..

Defence planning as an element 
of the national system of planning 
in the security and defence sector
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What. features. of. defence. planning. differ. it. from. the. existing. ones?. First. of. all,..
by contrast to resource-based planning,. this.method. takes. into.account.all. resources.
that. may. be. allocated. for. creation. of. an. optimal. set. of. capabilities. in. the. future.. It.
covers.the.whole.range.of.potentially.available.resources,.including.foreign.assistance..

Second:. by contrast to threat-based planning,. capability-based. planning. focuses.
not.on.creation.of.new.military.organisational.structures.to.oppose.the.relevant.combat.
potential. of. the. adversary,. but. on. the. development. of. capabilities. of. troops. (forces)..
for.performance.of.the.set.tasks.in.the.most.efficient.way..That.is,.we.are.not.creating.
new. structures. to. equalise. the. combat. potential. but. building. a. set. of. capabilities,.
universally.ready.to.respond.to.the.whole.range.of.threats..

The. third. feature. is. the. planning. horizon,. making. it. possible. to. look. 15-20. years.
ahead,. to. move. and. to. foresee. what. investments. the. state. should. make. to. have..
the. troops. (professional. skills. and. personnel. training),. arms. and. military. equipment.
that.will.guarantee.national.security.and.defence.some.time.in.the.future...

Therefore,. capability-based. defence. planning. makes. it. possible. to. optimise. the.
available.defence.resources.for.the.development.of.exactly.those.capabilities,.which.are.
critically.needed..An.appropriate.basis. is. created. for. the.development.of. the.defence.
industry.in.order.to.support.those.capabilities.with.arms.and.military.equipment..

By. the. way,. it. should. be. noted. that. the. term. “capabilities”. appeared. in. our.
conceptual. construct. just. a. year. ago.. Every. capability. may. be. carried. either. by.
a. self-sufficient. military. entity,. or. by. kind. of. an. advanced. military. package. that.
ensures. the. employment. of. those. capabilities.. Every. capability. should. be. viewed.
through. eight. basic. components,. including. the. Doctrine. and. concepts,. Organisation,.
Training,. Material. and. equipment,. Leadership. and. education,. Personnel,. Facilities..
like.infrastructures,.and.Interoperability..

Interoperability. should. be. understood. not. only. as. compatibility. with. the. armed.
forces.of. the.NATO.member.states,.but. first.of. all,. as. interoperability.of. all. elements.
of. the. national. defence. forces.. The. defence. reform. concerns. not. only. the. Armed.
Forces. but. also. the. National. Guard,. the. State. Border. Service,. the. Service. of. Special.
Communications. and. so. on.. That. is,. all. elements. of. the. national. defence. should. be.
ready.to.interact.as.a.single.package.of.troops.and.forces.for.attainment.of.operational.
objectives..

We. conventionally. categorise. all. capabilities. into. nine. functional. groups,. seven.
of. which. were. basically. taken. from. the. NATO. Capability. Catalogue. –. they. are. tested.
by.time.and.quality.of.the.armed.forces.of.the.NATO.countries..We.added.two.groups.
to. launch. the. function. of. generation. of. forces. and. to. perform. tasks. of. corporate.
management.. In. those. large. categories.we. try. to. cover. everything. that. is.needed. for.
comprehensive. reaction. to. all. threats. to. the.national. security,. including. the.potential.
of. international. cooperation.. This. is. also. necessary. for. the. process. to. be. managed..
and. predictable. –. all. that. refers. to. the. military-political. leadership,. deployment.
and. mobility,. use. of. military. force,. all. elements. of. support,. command,. control. and.
communications,. protection. and. survivability,. all. types. of. intelligence,. and. resource.
management..
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Functional. division. of. capabilities. is. a. method. of. categorisation. of. military.
capabilities. into. easily. managed. categories. for. planning. of. their. development..
Functional. groups. of. capabilities. should. be. further. elaborated. in. course. of. analysis..
Elaboration,. or. so-called. taxonomy,. is. intended. to. identify. the. required. (available).
capabilities.at.the.strategic,.operational.and.tactical. levels,. the.bearers.of.capabilities,.
as.well.as.the.structures.responsible.for.their.development.

What. has. been. done. for. introduction. of. capability-based. defence. planning?. In.
March,. 2017,. military. standards. sere. approved.. They. determined. the. conceptual.
construct,. relevant. terms. and. abbreviations.. The. Defence. Minister. approved.
Recommendations. on. capability-based. defence. planning. in. the. Ministry. of. Defence..
and. the. Armed. Forces. of. Ukraine. and. functional. groups. of. capabilities. (preliminary.
division. of. responsibilities).. With. support. from. foreign. partners. (the. USA,. Great.
Britain),.228.defence.planning.experts.were. trained,.54.of. them.–. for. the.Ministry.of.
Defence;.27.–. for.educational.and.scientific. research. institutions.and.establishments;.
106.–.for.the.Armed.Forces;.41.–.for.other.executive.bodies..Creation.of.the.Defence.
Management.School.goes.on,.with.Britain’s.assistance.

By. the.end.of.2017.we.plan. to.complete.drafting.of. the. Interim.Guidelines.of. the.
procedure. of. organisation. and. assessment. of. capabilities. in. the. Armed. Forces,.
to. draft. the. Catalogue. of. capabilities. of. the. Armed. Forces,. to. draw. up. the. Common.
List. (Catalogue). of. capabilities. of. the. Ministry. of. Defence. and. the. Armed. Forces,. to.
approve. the. Guidelines. of. the. procedure. of. organisation. and. conduct. of. capability-
based.assessment.in.the.Armed.Forces.of.Ukraine..We.need.to.finish.the.development.
of. the. Regulations. of. organisation. of. defence. planning. in. the. Defence. Ministry,. the.
Armed.Forces.and.other.elements.of.the.defence.forces..A.big.step.needs.to.be.made.–..
to.have.a.fundamentally.new.document..It.will.be.a.comprehensive.plan.that.will.serve.
as. a. business. model. of. the. Armed. Forces. development. and. the. basis. for. formation..
of.budget. requests.and.plans.of.maintenance.and.development.of. the.Armed.Forces,..
as.well.as.introduction.of.regular.review.(assessment).of.capabilities..

The. draft. Law. “On. National. Security. of. Ukraine”. is. of. key. importance. for. further.
reformation.. It. is. important. for.us,.because. it. specifies:. the.composition.and.powers.
of. the. security. and.defence.sector;. fundamentals.of.planning. in. the.national. security.
and. defence. sector. (its. goal,. principles,. cycle,. planning. system,. as. well. as. the.
list. and. content. of. documents. drafted. in. course. of. defence. planning).. The. Law..
“On.National.Security.of.Ukraine”.will.make.it.possible:.first,.to.introduce.the.necessary.
amendments. to.other. laws.and.bylaws,. including. the.Cabinet.of.Ministers.Resolution.
“On. the. Procedure. of. Organisation. and. Funding. of. Strategic. Planning. in. the. Field. of.
Defence.and.Military.Construction”;.second,.to.adopt.a.new.model.of.defence.planning,.
successfully.used.in.the.leading.Western.states.

Starting. from. 2018,. it. is. planned. to. organise. assessment. of. the. efficiency. of. the.
new. process. of. defence. planning,. rectification. of. the. detected. deficiencies. and. its.
extension.to.other.elements.of.the.security.and.defence.sector..

Hence,. we. witness. planned. transition. to. capability-based. defence. planning,.
which,. in. the.given.economic.conditions,.must.guarantee.formation.and.maintenance..
of.integrated.operational.(combat,.special).capabilities.of.the.Ukrainian.defence.forces.
for.guaranteed.fulfilment.of.their.tasks.
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Free. Ukraine. Foundation. was. founded. in. 2014,. as. the. Crimea. was. annexed..
and. the. aggression. in. Donbas. was. started.. Until. 2016,. the. Foundation. mainly.
dealt. with. all-round. support. for. soldiers. of. volunteer. units.. Starting. from. the. end. of..
2016,. we. changed. our. focus. and. concentrated. on. reform. initiatives,. trying. to..
propose. comprehensive. solutions. intended. to. influence. processes. in. the. security.
and.defence. sector. and.defence.capabilities.of. this. country..Relying.on. the.Strategic.
Defence.Bulletin,.we.identified.for.ourselves.the.most. interesting.and.painful.subjects.
and.tasks,.dealing.primarily.with.the.defence.industry.and.defence.procurements..

By.now,.the.Foundation.has.prepared.one.analytical.report.with.recommendations.
and. drafted. two. bills. in. pursuance. of. the. Strategic. Defence. Bulletin. (SDB).. All. our.
products. are. public. and. available. on. the. Foundation’s. web. site.. They. are. accessible..
for.review.

Working. on. the. analytical. report. “How. Ukraine. finances. defence. industry. –.
problems. and. recommendations”,. we. described. the. performance. of. the. customer.
acting. on. behalf. of. the. state. –. the. Ministry. of. Economic. Development. and. Trade. of.
Ukraine. (MEDT).. Currently,. MEDT. is. responsible. for. implementation. of. the. State.
Target. Programme. of. reformation. and. development. of. the. defence. industry,. runs..
a.budget.and.finances.state-owned.enterprises..Having.analysed.how.MEDT.discharged.
those. functions,. we. revealed. a. number. of. bottlenecks. and. proposed. solutions. for.
optimisation.of.state.support.for.the.defence.industry..

Our. main. recommendation. was. that. the. function. of. development. of. production.
facilities.of.state-owned.defence.enterprises.should.be.performed.either.by.the.Ministry.

PUBLIC INITIATIVES: SUCCESSES  
AND PROBLEMS OF IMPLEMENTATION

Viktor PLAKHUTA, Executive Director, 
Ukrainian Freedom Fund
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of.Defence.–. as. is. the. case. in. the. leading.countries.of. the.world.–.or. by. a. separate.
ministry,.established.in.accordance.with.the.Concept.of.the.security.and.defence.sector.
development..

We. also. drafted. two. bills. in. pursuance. of. the. SDB. objectives.. The. first. of. them..
deals.with.downgrading.classification.of.defence.procurements..

Operational. objective. 2.5. of. the. SDB. provides. that. some. procurements. of. arms.
and. military. equipment. should. be. referred. to. public. procurements.. The. level. of.
classification.of.defence.procurements.should.be.downgraded.accordingly..We.drafted.
a. bill. intended. to. downgrade. classification. and. to. make. contract. information. about.
contractors. under. the. state. defence. order. public.. We. also. propose. not. to. classify.
information. about. the. budget. and. budgeting. in. the. security. and. defence. sector...
The. bulk. of. information. should. be. accessible.. In. accordance. with. the. Strategic..
Defence.Bulletin,. the.relevant. legislative.changes.are. to.be. introduced.before. the.end..
of.2017..

The. second. bill,. drafted. by. us. in. pursuance. of. Objective. 2.5,. deals. with.
procurements..This.Objective.presumes.that.import.procurements.should.be.made.by.
the. customers. themselves.. We. drafted. proposals. of. legislative. amendments. to. four.
effective.laws.of.Ukraine..If.this.initiative.is.implemented,.preconditions.will.be.created.
for.minimisation.of.costs,.economy.of.state. funds,. for. instance,. through. introduction..
of. offset. agreements.. In. accordance. with. the. effective. legislation,. today,. such.
agreements. may. be. made. only. when. the. customers. are. central. executive. bodies.
making.such.contracts.with.suppliers..

To. sum. up,. I. want. to. inform. you. about. a. new. project. of. analysis. of. the. State.
Concern. “Ukroboronprom”. activity,. following. which,. an. analytical. report. will. be.
released.. Another. report. will. deal. with. the. system. of. defence. procurements.. I. hope.
that. they.will.be.useful. for. further.planning. in. the. field.of. reformation.of. the.defence.
industry.and.defence.procurements...
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WORKING.GROUP.I...
SBU REFORM

Chair:.Ann-Kristin.Bjergene,.Deputy.Director,.NATO.Liaison.Office.in.Ukraine
Key issues for discussion:
•..Achievements.and.the.key.challenges;
•..Priorities. for. further. reforms,. capacity. needs,. internal. control. and. external.

oversight;
•..Mid-term.priority.recommendations.for.the.national.government.and.international.

partners
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What. is. the. SSU. now. as. we. see. it?. According. to. the. law,. it. is. a. state. law.
enforcement. agency. of. special. purpose. that. provides. state. security. of..
Ukraine.. It. is. a. successor. of. the. former. KGB.. It. is. subordinated. directly. to.
the. President.. It. is. about. 31,000. strong. military. organizations. would. with.
the. civil. functions,. combined. security. intelligence. and. law. enforcement.
status.. It. has. a. regional. presence. in. all. oblasts,. own. educational,. medical..
and. recreational. systems.. The. tasks. are:. counterintelligence,. including.
military. counterintelligence,. counterterrorism,. state. secret. protection,. counter.
corruption,. organized. crime,. economic. crime,. economic. crimes. investigation,.
communication.interception,.national.security.analysis..

What.do.we.want. to. achieve?.We.want. the.SSU. to.be. an. intelligence.agency.
concentrating.on.core. functions.and. those.core. functions. in. the.Euro-Atlantic.
sphere. are. counterintelligence,. counterterrorism,. state. secret. protection,.
security. analysis.. Our. advice. is. that. law. enforcement. (anti-corruption,..
organized. crime,. economic. crime,. smuggling,. etc.). would. be. handed. over..
to. the. other. agencies.. Those. are. tasks. and. functions. that. do. not. belong. to..
the.security.service..

DISCUSSION (EXTRACTS)5

The.main.purpose.of. a. security. service. is.not. to.prosecute. the.person.or.put.
him. or. her. in. prison.. The. main. function. of. the. service. is. to. prevent. crime..
using. intelligence. measures.. You. have. to. consider. it. as. a. failure. of. the. main.
service. task,. indirect. serves. imperfection,. when. the. criminal. case. is. actually.
initiated. and. the. person. is. being. prosecuted.. So. the. idea. is. for. an. ideal..
security.service.to.prevent.the.crime.

It. would. be. good. if. pre-trial. investigations. are. limited. only. to. the. areas..
of. counterintelligence,. treason,. counter-terror. and. an. unlawful. disclosure. of.
secret.information.

Effective. mechanisms. of. oversight. is. the. must.. We. also. recommended.
staff. downsizing. and. introduction. of. an. effective. mechanism. of. personnel.
management.. The. reason. for. demilitarization. is. that. in. countries. that..
Ukraine. would. like. to. compare. itself. with,. these. services. are. not. military.. It..
will. hamper. cooperation. with. those. services.. We. want. very. much. for. SSU..
to. have. effective. cooperation. with. Euro-Atlantic. security. intelligence. agencies.
that.is.also.one.of.the.top.priorities.

The. first. open. report. was. launched. in. March. 2017.. This. is. a. normal. thing..
in. Euro-Atlantic. countries. to. have. one. open. report. and. one. that. is. restricted..
The. restricted. one. goes. much. more. into. the. details. and. obviously. it. is. not.
circulated. publicly,. but. the. only. for. the. people. who. all. need. to. know. policy.
decision-making.makers,.control.bodies,.etc..

5
. The. Working. Groups. were. conducted. under. the. Chatham. House. rules.. Therefore,. all. statements,. expect..

those.that.were.made.with.a.clear.and.intentional.connection.to.the.authors,.are.presented.anonymously.
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We. tried. to. draft. a. Concept. that. would. be. practical. for. the. special. service..
and. supported. by. the. European. counterparts. and. the. domestic. public...
Should. SSU. have. investigative. powers,. or. not?. The. Service. agreed. with.
European. and. NATO. colleagues. that. it. should. not. deal. with. as. many. articles.
involving. investigation. as. it. does. now.. In. accordance. with. the. current.
legislation,. 36. articles. are. assigned. to. SSU.. We. proposed. to. transfer. 11. to..
15. articles. to. other. law-enforcement. bodies.. This. proposal. found. support. in..
the.Verkhovna.Rada,.NSDC,.and.the.Presidential.Administration.alike.

The. draft. Concept. proposes. the. SSU. Head. to. be. appointed. for. five. years,..
not. coinciding. with. presidential. elections,. which. will. let. him. be. less. biased..
and.add.stability.to.the.special.service.

Few. people. in. SSU. hold. onto. military. ranks.. But. who. will. agree. now..
to. demilitarise. the. Service,. actually. bearing. the. lion’s. share. of. the. war. in..
the.East?

The. main. thing. is. control. of. the. special. service. activity.. Therefore,. there..
should. be. an. independent. body,. not. parliamentary,. apolitical,. made. up. of..
the. most. respected. public. figures. who. have. security. clearance. and. could.
produce. an. impartial. assessment. at. the. state. level.. Oversight. functions. of..
the.public.should.also.be.specified.in.more.detail.

The. SSU. reform. should. be. viewed. within. the. general. system. of. the.
security. sector. reform. in. Ukraine.. What. is. SSU,. and. what. is. the. area. of. its.
responsibility?. The. answer. to. those. questions. is. not. that. simple.. Now,. the..
law. names. the. Service. responsible. for. the. state. security.. In. Russia,. state.
security. means. security. and. stability. of. the. authorities.. In. our. case,. state.
security.should.be.connected.with.sovereignty.and.the.constitutional.system.

We. pay. little. attention. to. having. funds. to. get. what. we. want.. Proposing..
certain. novelties,. we. must. be. sure. that. we. have. the. budget. for. that.. For.
instance,. regarding. demilitarisation. –. it. is. clear. that. civilian. officers. SSU. are..
to. perform. the. same. tasks. as. the. military. and. to. get. the. same. pay. for. that...
If.the.state.cannot.provide.this,.the.economic.factor.hinders.reformation.

We. in. Ukraine. have. an. efficient. structure,. but. its.weakness. is. directly. related.
with. the. weakness. of. the. institute. of. the. President.. If. SSU. is. functionally..
and. legislatively. tasked. to. defend. national. security,. not. the. political. regime,..
as.the.case.is.now,.its.authority,.efficiency.and.performance.will.soar.

Training. of. special. service. officers. lags. behind. the. present-day. require-.
ments.. In. my. opinion,. it. would. be. better. if. regional. and. central. SSU.
departments. could. select. the. specialists. they. need,. the. best. university..
students,. and. offer. them. master. education. with. elements. of. operational..
search.and.counterintelligence.training.at.the.SSU.educational.establishment.
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Whereas. the. Concept. of. SSU. reformation. is. not. approved. for. some. reason,.
nothing. prevents. us. from. starting. the. reform. of. the. SSU. Academy.. Some.
auxiliary.units.may.also.be.demilitarised.

We. see. SSU. demonstrating. transparency. and. cooperation. with. foreign.
counterparts,.but.not.with.the.Ukrainian.society.

About. the. trust. issue,. I. just. want. to. say. that. we. need. to. see. a. firm. commit-.
ment. towards. democratic. control. of. not. only. the. SSU,. but. of. all. the. special.
services. in. the. country. before. we. can. expect. trust. from. the. Allies.. Trust. is.
extremely. important. or. else. you. will. get. information,. but. that. information..
will. not. be. worth. anything.. Democratic. commitment. to. controlling. of. the.
services.is.the.absolute.principle.that.cannot.be.compromised.on.

There. is. no. such. thing. as. a. national. prioritized. plan. for. what. the. special.
services. should. do.. The. SSU. should. be. the. brain,. the. other. ones. will. be..
the.muscles.

I. think. that. a. whistle-blowing. procedure. or. protection. needs. to. be. outside.
of. the. SSU.. It. needs. to. be. somewhere. placed. as. an. independent. function..
at.Parliament.or.whatever,.but.that.is.absolutely.one.of.the.priorities..

Summing. up. achievements,. we. have. finished. the. draft. Concept.. Somehow..
we. can. also. see. the. long. wait. as. a. positive. thing. because. it. crystallizes..
the.basic.things.that.need.to.be.changed.

I. would. like. to. also. sum. up. some. of. the. key. challenges. my. colleague.
summarized. very. nice:. lack. of. funds,. Russia’s. aggression,. and. weakness.
of. institutions.. Here. are. also. the. challenges. that. handing. over. functions. to..
other. law. enforcement. agencies.. It. is. a. challenge. but. it. needs. to. be. done..
They.do.not.have.necessarily. the.best.capacity,. the.best.people,.etc.,.but. that..
can. be. solved.. I. do. not. hear. anymore. that. we. don’t. trust. them,. they. can’t..
do.it..We.have.to.start.making.a.plan.and.then.make.it.happen.

The. linkage. to. the. President. is. the. challenge.. In. principle,. because. of. the..
fact. that. there. will. be. different. presidents,. some. good. and. some. bad,..
the.SSU.cannot.afford.to.be.seen.as.a.political.instrument..Today,.where.there.
is. no. external. control,. they.will. be. seen. as. a. political. instrument..You.do.not..
like. that,. of. course,. you. are. proud. people,. especially. young. generation..
You. want. to. be. seen. as. representatives. of. not. the. KGB,. but. of. a. modern.
democratically. controlled. institution.. That. is. why. I. would. ask. to. look. at. this..
both.from.the.internal.point.of.view.and.from.the.external.point.of.view.
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Then. we. have. leadership. challenges,. that. are. not. only. a. problem. in. the..
SSU. but. everywhere. in. Ukrainian. society.. Modern. leadership. is. different...
We. need. the. young. voices. and. they. need. to. be. able. to. talk. or. else. we. will..
lose. a. lot. of. the. new. resources. and. the. new. talents.. Something. needs. to..
be.done.with.leadership.challenges..

Reform. in. Ukraine. can. very. much. be. likened. to. the. way. you. fix. the. roads:..
holes.everywhere.–.a.thin.layer.of.asphalt.–.next.year.is.the.same.problem..

There. is. too. much. of. a. linkage. to. the. president.. Upon. the. establishing. of..
an. independent. oversight. body. this. linkage. could. be. broken,. because. you..
could. always. show. that. this. is. done. according. to. law,. regulation. not.
according. to. the. president’s. will.. As. it. is. today,. the. SSU. can. be. seen. as..
a. political. instrument,. because. of. the. way. it. is. set. up. with. no. adequate..
control.mechanisms..

I.would. suggest. some.kind.of.monitoring.group. is. established. to. look.at. this.
reform.comprehensively.and.with.a.specific.focus.on.an.SSU..This.monitoring.
group. could. be. put. together. from. Ukrainian. experts. on. senior. level,. possible.
exits.of.SSU.and.other.different.agencies.with.international.participation..

This. reform. is. going. to. be. really. challenging. for. SSU. because. they. need.
to. make. the. leap. of. faith. at. some. point. saying. that. the. other. institutions..
are. mature,. or. the. SSU. will. have. to. take. a. mentoring. role. for. the. other.
institutions.and.teach.them,.or.move.the.whole.function.out..

To. strengthen. and. to. protect. democracy. SSU. needs. to. be. strengthened. in..
a. specific.way..By. that. I.mean. the.SSU.needs. to.be.controlled.because. there..
is. no. efficiency. without. control.. Those. are. the. two. sides. of. the. same. coin...
It. is. all. about. balance.. Democratic. society. is. all. about. balance.. But. it’ll. also..
be. the. same. when. it. comes. to. power. services. that. are. there. to. protect.
democracy..

Priority.attention.should.be.paid.to.reformation.of.bottlenecks,.while.preserving.
currently. available. and. spreading. existing. best. practices,. with. simultaneous.
strengthening.of.the.system.of.civilian.democratic.control.

The. process. of. reformation. should. be. well. thought. over,. with. an. individual.
approach. to. human. resources,. preserving. the. professional. potential. and. not.
losing.SSU.efficiency.
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WORKING.GROUP.II..

SSR IN UKRAINE FROM A POINT OF  
VIEW OF CIVIL SOCIETY AND THE MEDIA

Chair:.Claudia.Miccichè,.DCAF

Key issues for discussion:
•..Key.challenges.for.civil.democratic.control;
•..Mid-term.priorities.for.further.reforms;
•..Roles.and.mission.of.society.and.Mass.Media;
•..Cooperation.with.the.national.government.and.international.partners.
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The. problem. of. insufficient. professionalism. of. controllers.. Far. from. all. civic.
activists.and.MPs.have.the.professional.knowledge..It.is.very.important.to.have.
at. least. the. first. idea. of. the. activity. of. the. structure,. which. you. are. going. to.
control.

There. is. a. common. problem. of. power. structure. representatives. misunder-.
standing. the. necessity. and. essence. of. civilian. democratic. control,. its.
importance. for. personnel.. Civilian. control. is. mainly. seen. as. external.
interference.in.their.activity.

DISCUSSION (EXTRACTS) 

Ukrainian. media. quite. often. begin. to. side. with. the. authorities. instead. of..
just. providing. information.. Therefore,. mass. media. start. to. work. as..
propaganda.

In. accordance. with. the. regulatory-legal. framework,. Parliament. should. have.
a. key. role. in. the. system. of. civilian. democratic. control,. since. it. represents..
the.entire.society..

Now,. Parliament. considers. proposals. to. grant. additional. powers. to. the..
National. Guard.. Such. initiatives. reveal. plans. of. creating. an. alternative. to..
the. Armed. Forces. and. granting. law-enforcement. functions. to. the. National.
Guard,.while.its.personnel.is.not.trained.for.that.

The. system. rests. on. stable. procedures.. That. said,. there. must. be. external.
control,. in. addition. to. the. internal.one..Without. external. control,. there.will. be..
no.internal.control..

We. see. that. representatives. of. some. public. organisations. were. very. active,..
had. absolutely. good. intentions. and. were. loaded. to. change. things. for. the..
better,.but. the.majority.of. those.people.have.never. in. their. life.dealt.with.any..
of.those.agencies.and.only.had.a.big.desire.to.change.something..

Many.journalists.and.civic.activists.believe.that.they.have.the.right.to.interfere.
in. the. work. of. a. detective,. the. work. of. an. operative.. It. comes. to. absolutely.
absurd. things.. Power. structures. have. to. “close”. from. such. pressure. of.
journalists.and.civic.activists..The.whole.system.of.civilian.democratic.control.
should. be. reformed. as. a. single. set.. We. should. speak. more. about. journalist.
ethics,.currently.absent.
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The. effective. law. on. civilian. control. of. the. military. organisation. introduces.
several. key. principles:. transparency. of. expenditures. on. the. security. and.
defence. sector,. and. possibility. of. public. access. to. information.. Without.
observance. of. those. principles,. civilian. control. is. impossible.. Try. to. ask..
security. sector. officials,. send. a. public. appeal.. What. can. you. control?..
On. the. one. hand,. citizens. have. the. right. to. know. what. is. going. on. and..
on. what. funds. are. spent.. On. the. other. hand,. we. have. something. called..
national. security. interests.. There. is. still. no. clear. distinction. between. the.
two. poles. in. this. country:. the. right. to. know,. and. harm. to. the. national..
security.. Secrecy. requirements. remain. Soviet.. The. state. is. trying. to. utmost.
limit. public. access. to. information.. The. principles. of. secrecy. and. access..
to.information.should.be.fundamentally.revised..

I. would. like. to. touch. the. problem. of. self-organisation. of. military. servants..
for. defence. of. their. occupational. rights.. Trade. unions. of. military. servants..
in. Ukraine. are. now. prohibited. by. the. law.. Law-enforcement. officers. may..
create. trade. unions. with. some. limitations,. such. as. strikes. and. other.
restrictions.. In. most. European. countries,. military. servants. may. create. trade.
unions.. Last. year. we. initiated. discussion. of. this. issue. in. military. units,. but..
this. initiative. met. resistance. at. the. level. of. commanders.. Commanders,. not..
all,. of. course,. are. against. military. servants. uniting. in. trade. unions. under..
even.a. limited.model..Such. initiative.should.come. from.military.communities,.
but. now,. military. servants. themselves. do. not. seem. to. be. ready. for. that..
in.Ukraine.

For. civilian. democratic. control. to. be. systemic,. not. fragmentary;. to. be.
accepted. by. the. controlled. entities;. for. controlling. entities. to. be. able. to. do..
that. professionally. –. there. should. be. a. system.. There. should. be. clearly.
prescribed. processes. and. procedures,. now. critically. lacking,. for. good.
governance.and.systemic. reformation.. In.absence.of.systems.and.procedures..
it.is.very.difficult.to.ensure.regular.external.control..

Parliament. –. as. a. representative. body. of. society. –. should. have. the. leading.
role. in. the. system. of. civilian. democratic. control.. Complaints. about. the..
quality. of. parliamentarianism. in. Ukraine. (the. low. professional. level. of. some.
MPs,. imperfection. of. the. legislation. etc). are. absolutely. fair,. but. they. cannot.
serve.as.a.pretext.for.limitation.of.the.Parliament’s.powers.
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The. institute. of. the. Ombudsman. is. a. highly. important. tool. of. civilian. demo-.
cratic. control.. The. idea. of. creation. of. a. separate. institute. of. the. military.
ombudsman. deserves. thorough. discussion. but. not. unconditional. support,..
since. it. may. also. be. implemented. not. in. the. way. we. see. it.. Under. no.
circumstances. should. it. be. a. structure. of. the. Defence. Ministry.. That. is,.
a. military. ombudsman. should. not. be. subordinated. to. the. Minister. and..
should. not. depend. on. the. Minister,. because. in. such. case. it. cannot. be. an.
independent.body.

The. Ministry. of. Defence. may. create. an. institution. that. will. discharge..
separate. functions. of. the. Ombudsman,. but. the. “military”. ombudsman. should.
act.within. the.structure.of. the.national.Ombudsman..A.“military”.ombudsman.
deals. not. only. with. problems. of. the. people. in. uniform,. he. must. also. deal.
with.defence.of.rights.of.citizens.that.were.violated.by.military.servants. in.the..
result.of.combat.operations.or.antiterrorist.activities.

Regarding.the.proposals.to.improve.the.work.of.the.Verkhovna.Rada.of.Ukraine:.
nothing. new,. it. is. only. necessary. to. strengthen. their. powers. or. to. elaborate.
them,.regarding.influence.on.the.human.resources.policy,.on.the.budget,.on.the.
security.policy. formulation..But.here,. the.next.question.arises:. to.what. extent.
are.they.ready.to.use.them?.

There. is. no. clear. understanding. yet,. that. civilian. democratic. control. is..
beneficial. for. all. sides. –. for. society,. for. security. of. a. citizen. and. the. state,..
and. for. power. structure. officers. themselves.. There. is. noticeable. progress. –..
at. the. lower. levels. of. command,. they. better. accept. the. necessity. and. are..
more.ready.to.cooperate..

The. Conference. participants. mainly. focus. on. problem. issues.. This. is. not..
bad.at.all,. since. the.very. fact.of.statement.of.a.problem. is.already. important...
A. correct. and. timely. statement. gives. impetus. to. further. discussion. and..
a. chance. to. find. solutions.. A. question. remains:. How. to. deliver. our. concern..
and.our.recommendations.to.decision-makers?

Public. control. is. efficient,. when. there. is. a. strong. actor. of. such. control..
Civil. society. is. not. a. real. actor. yet.. An. actor. must. have. four. main. features:..
а). awareness. of. its. interests,. b). the. ability. to. lobby. and. to. implement. them..
in. public. politics,. c). to. monitor. their. implementation,. and. d). to. be. a..
viable.actor..




